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Purpose of the Study:

This study pertains to pupil personnel practices and is aimed at

finding how this arm of the junior high school program can be best

used to further the articulatory processes which should help students

make an easy and efficient transition from elementary school into

senior high school. More specifically, the investigation seeks answers

to the following questions:

1. To what degree do junior high schools of Oregon employ pupil
personnel practices which contribute to articulation?

2. Which pupil personnel practices used in Oregon junior high
schools make the most important contribution in this area?

3. What are some pupil personnel practices which can be used
by Oregon junior high schools to implement the articulatory
functions of this unit?



Procedures:

The search for the answers to the questions posed above fell into

three distinct steps:

1. Pupil personnel practices presently used in Oregon junior
high schools for the purpose of improving articulation were
listed. This was done through a check list survey sent to
junior high school principals in Oregon.

2. The practices contained in this list were evaluated as to
articulatory effectiveness by a nationally constituted jury.

3. On the basis of the jury evaluation, a list of practices was
drawn up which could be used by Oregon junior high schools
to more effectively serve their articulatory function.

Findings:

The findings of the study consist of a list of articulatory prin-

ciples and practices which a substantial majority of a nationally con-

stituted jury of experts in the junior high school pupil personnel field

agreed would make positive contributions to the articulatory process.

Altogether, the list contains 20 principles and 57 specific practices de-

signed to implement these principles. Shown below, for illustrative

purposes, are three principles accompanied by their implementary

practices, selected at random from the list of findings.

Principle: An orientation program should be carried on with the

parents of the seventh graders to help them become acquainted with

the purposes and policies of the junior high school.

To implement this principle, this orientation program should



consist of one or more of the following:

1. Group meetings at which purposes and procedures are dis-
cussed.

2. Parent's Handbooks and other printed information sent home
to parents.

3. Informative articles in newspapers.

4. Parent visitations at the junior high school.

Principle: The guidance program in each school system should

be coordinated with the guidance programs in all other schools in the

system.

To implement this principle, the coordination should be accom-

plished through:

1. A system-wide director of guidance, and/or

2. A committee comprised of teachers and counselors from
each level.

Principle: An orientation program should be carried on with

sixth grade students to help prepare them for entry into junior high

school.

To implement this principle, the program should consist of one

or more of the following practices:

1. The distribution and discussion of junior high school hand-
books in the sixth grade classes.

2. Visits to sixth grade classes by members of the junior high
school staff.

3. Visitation day for sixth graders at the junior high school.



Recommendations:

Recommended uses for the above list of findings are:

1. As a gauge by which other junior high schools in Oregon
might judge the articulatory effectiveness of their pupil per-
sonnel programs.

2. As a section to be included in a forthcoming Oregon junior
high school curriculum guide.

3. As a basis for the development of the guidance programs as
well as certain aspects of the administrative and curricular
programs of new junior high schools as they are developed
in the State of Oregon.
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THE ROLE OF PUPIL PERSONNEL P1ACTICES
IN ARTICULATION

IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS OF OREGON

CHAPTER I

PURPOSE AND PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY

The Problem

"Bridging the gap", or articulation, has been considered one of

the major purposes of junior high schools for some 40 years. Many

educational leaders have felt that an intermediate step is necessary to

effect a smooth transition from the elementary school to the senior high

school (13, p. 15). A detailed study of the opinions of leading educa-

tors during the early 1920's listed "bridging the gap" as one of the five

most important purposes of the junior high school (20, p. 97).

Although leaders in the junior high school movement have almost

universally agreed with this objective, practice has fallen far short of

the philosophical ideal. A thorough study made in 1929 by the National

Education Association's Department of Superintendence resulted in the

compilation of 100 inarticulations in American education, most

of these falling between the elementary and secondary schools (21,

p. 387-408). In 1955, Richard S. Byers conducted a nation-wide study

of articulation in junior high schools. This study dealt primarily with

one phase of the problem, articulation in the curriculum. Mr. Byers

concluded that articulation in the junior high school is not being
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satisfactorily accomplished and that one of the major areas needing in-

vestigation is that of articulation practices in guidance (5, p. 226).

Although Oregon was represented by only one school in the Byers

study, there are many indications in our own state that this criticism

is also true here. One such indication has been the confusion which

has existed as to the nature of the junior high school and where it

should fit in the over-all organizational pattern of the public school

system of the state (28, p. 6) . As yet, Oregon has no set of standards

which applies specifically to the junior high (28, Foreword).

Articulation in the school curriculum has been given more con-

sideration in studies and surveys than have other aspects of the articu-

lation problem. In Oregon, a number of 12 year programs have

been developed in subject matter areas. Some cities have also con-

ducted summer workshops in which planning for a continuum of curricu-

lar experiences has taken place. An area that has been largely ne-

glected in articulation studies, however, is that which contains the

multitude of non-teaching pupil services which are referred to as

"guidance services" or "pupil personnel services".

For the purpose of this study, the writer assumed that this is the

area in which the junior high school can best perform its unique func-

tion of helping students "bridge the gap". This is a function which the

junior high school cannot perform in isolation, nor can it be best
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performed by the junior high school operating as an annex of the senior

high school or the elementary school. Here the junior high school

must operate as in integrative agent, working with both the elementary

and the senior high schools to help the student make steady and effici-

ent progress from one level to the other.

Many of the pupil personnel services are still in the infant stage

in Oregon as they are in other parts of the United States (33, p. 2).

Under the impetus of the National Defense Education Act, however,

these services are certain to grow rapidly in the years to come. There

is also evidence of a renewed interest in the junior high school in Ore-

gon (28, Foreword), and in the rest of the country (28, p. 2). Whether

this junior high school "renaissance" is due primarily to the school

housing shortage, or whether it is due to a genuine belief that this type

of organization best suits the needs of early adolescents, is not as yet

clear. Regardless of the cause, the number of junior high school units

is rapidly increasing in Oregon. This study was undertaken to identify

junior high school pupil-personnel practices which help pupils "bridge

the gap" between elementary and senior high school. More specifical-

ly, answers to the following questions were sought:

1. To what degree do the junior high schools of Oregon employ
pupil personnel practices which contribute to articulation?

2. Which pupil personnel practices used in Oregon junior high
schools make the most important contribution in this area?
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3. What are some pupil personnel practices which could be used
by Oregon junior high schools to implement the articulatory
function of this unit?

Limitations of the Study

Since one of the purposes of this study was to find pupil person-

nel practices that aid junior high schools perform this articulatory

function, only thos.e__pupil personnel practices bearing on the articula-

tion problem at the junior high school levelwere included in the study.

The evaluation procedure described in Chapter IV of this study

was aimed only at determining the articulatory worth of the assump-

tions and practices submitted to the jury. Some of the assumptions

and practices which were submitted to the jury were not included in the

recommended list described in Chapter V of this study. These items

were excluded because the jury did not consider them sufficiently val-

uable instruments for improving articulation in the junior high school.

In selecting the jury to evaluate the articulatory worth of the

guidance practices, individuals concerned primarily with junior high

schools were chosen. The writer assumed that these guidance workers

currently active in the junior high school field were the individuals

best suited to evaluate these practices. With this in mind, all of the

junior high school counselors who held membership in the American

Personnel and Guidance Association were asked to serve on the jury.
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Such a selection of jurors provided representation on the jury from all

sections of the country rather than from a single region.

In selecting the items to be included among the recommended pu-

pil personnel assumptions and practices listed in Chapter V of this

study, it was necessary to set up an arbitrary percentage gauge. The

criterion used in determining this gauge was so stringent that it limited

the items included in the recommended list to only those which clearly

had the support of a large majority of the jury.

Scope of the Study

The limits within which the investigator worked in dealing with

his topic are suggested by the four following factors:

1. This study involved junior high schools in Oregon. Although

there are a number of communities that call the last two years of

their eight grade elementary school a "junior high", this study was

confined to those schools recognized by the Oregon State Department

of Education as junior high schools. At the time this investigation was

undertaken, there were 52 of these schools, 23 containing grades sev-

en and eight with enrollments ranging from 146 to 571, and 29 contain-

ing grades seven, eight, and nine with enrollments ranging from 371

to 1044.

2. This investigation was concerned with the function of
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articulation within pupil personnel services. It included practices

bearing on articulation within other phases of the junior high program

when these practices were designed to aid in the personal adjustment

of students. Such administrative practices as faculty orientation,

blocking, and grouping, for example, were included.

3. The study was confined to those practices that had their im-

petus in the junior high school and were directed by or under the con-

trol of junior high personnel. No attempt was made to include prac-

tices originating in the elementary school or senior high school even

though they fell within the category of "pupil personnel services" and

were designed to aid in the transition from elementary to senior high

school.

4. While the study was confined to junior high schools in Oregon,

the jury set up for the evaluation of the practices of Oregon junior high

schools was national in scope. The check list by means of which the

evaluation was made was sent to every junior high school member of

the American Personnel and Guidance Association.

Definition of Terms

Pupil personnel services: Although much confusion exists as to

the distinction between the terms "pupil personnel services" and "guid-

ance services" current literature seems to indicate that they are
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synonomous. Carter V. Good in his Dictionary of Education defines

the two terms as follows:

Pupil personnel service: syn. guidance (12, p. 432).

Pupil personnel services: Nonteaching pupil services provided
by the school which contribute to the learning situation (12, p.
432).

Services, guidance: A system of services designed to assist the
individual in developing understanding of himself and his environ-
ment and in realizing more satisfactorily his potentialities
( 12, p. 497).

The state of California has recently established a General Pupil

Personnel Services credential which covers the work of five types of

specialists -- child welfare and attendance supervisors, counselors,

pyschometrists, psychologists, and school social workers. In a re-

cent pamphlet published by the California State Department of Educa-

tion, entitled, "It Takes More Than Talk to Make a Good Guidance

Program", these specialists are included under the term "guidance

worker" (6, p. 4).

In 1951 the United States Commissioner of Education called a

conference in Washington, D. C. , to clarify some of the terminology

used in the guidance field. Attending were some of the foremost guid-

ance specialists in the country. The report coming from that confer-

ence included the following statement relative to the two terms "guid-

ance services" and "pupil personnel services":

In view of the lack of standardized terminology, for the purposes
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of this conference, the terms "pupil personnel" and "guidance
services" are used interchangeably (33, p. 4).

One of the leading textbooks in the field of pupil personnel ser-

vices has this to say about the two terms:

(The pupil personnel program) differs from a guidance program,
if at all, in the connotation of the term. Personnel program im-
plies that the set up is one in which the fact finding is just as
important as the use of the facts. Guidance implies a leading
or directing and is subordinate to the more comprehensive term
(8, P. 3).

For the purpose of this investigation, the terms "pupil personnel

services" and "guidance services" were used synonomously and apply

to those non-teaching services provided by the school which give sys-

tematic assistance to pupils to help them assess their abilities and in-

abilities and use that information effectively in daily living.

Articulation: The term articulation, as defined by the Webster-

International Dictionary, means "systematically inter-related" (26,

p. 156). As defined by the Dictionary of Education, articulation

means,

... the relationship and interdependence existing among the dif-
ferent elements of the educational program; may designate the
degree of relationship among the different curricular offerings,
between the curriculum and institutional regimen, student activi-
ties, and provisions for pupil guidance, or the degree to which
the interlocking and interrelation of the successive levels of the
educational system facilitate continuous and efficient educational
progress of pupils (12, p. 39-40).

As used in this study, articulation will have the meaning deline-

ated in the last portion of the quotation from the Dictionary of
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Education, "... the degree to which the interlocking and interrelation of

the successive levels of the educational system facilitate continuous

and efficient educational progress of pupils" (12, p. 40).

Assumption: Webster's New International Dictionary defines the

term assumption as follows:

Act of taking for granted, or supposing without proof that a thing
is true, supposition. The thing supposed; a postulate, or propo-
sition assumed; a supposition. In general use an assumption is
that which is taken for granted without proof, frequently as the
starting point of an argument... (26, p. 168)

The Dictionary of Education defines the term assumption in this man-

ner:

A broad term to cover any one of the propositions from which a
train of reasoning starts or which is necessary to the solution
of a problem; ordinarily taken as self evident but may be true
only hypothetically; sometimes not explicitly stated but left
implicit... (12, p. 44)

As used in this investigation, the term"assum.ption" means a prin-

ciple or postulate relative to articulation in guidance that the investi-

gator believes to be true. One of the purposes of the check list dis-

cussed in Chapter IV of this study was to discover the extent to which

the members of a jury of experts support certain assumptions made by

the investigator relative to the use of pupil personnel practices as in-

struments through which better articulation in the junior high school

can be affected.

Principle: The Dictionary of Education defines the term
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principle as follows:

... a statement of policy by which individual decisions and cases
are judged in a consistent and critical manner (12 p. 412).

As used in this study, the term "principle" will refer to those

broad statements -- originally referred to in the study as "assump-

tions" -- which have received a strong endorsement from the jury se-

lected for this investigation and are hence included in the final listing

of recommended articulatory pupil personnel practices found in Chap-

ter V.

Blocking (or Blocked Time): The Dictionary of Education defines

blocking as:

Procedure used in some high schools in which two or more suc-
cessive periods within the school day are combined to provide
more effective integration (12, p. 61).

Procedures Employed

The problem and its solution resolved itself into three distinct

steps:

I. It was necessary to ascertain present pupil personnel prac-

tices in Oregon junior high schools that aided in the articula-

tory process.

II. It was essential to evaluate these practices in terms of their

contribution toward more effective articulation between ele-

mentary and senior high school.
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III. On the basis of information gained through Steps I and II

above, a list of practices was drawn up which could be used

by Oregon junior high schools to implement their articulatory

function.

Step I. Ascertaining Present Practices -- This step was divided

into three phases. First was the survey of the literature designed to

gain information with which to construct as comprehensive a list of

practices as possible. Second was the construction of a check list

based on these practices and the refining of the list to put it within

workable limits. Since most of the students in the three Summer Ses-

sion classes at Oregon State University used for the purpose of re-

fining were workers in the field, their suggestions on which practices

to include and which to eliminate were invaluable. Third, the com-

pleted check list was used to survey all of the junior high schools of

Oregon to ascertain the prevalent practices used in this state.

Specifically, the check list was constructed as follows:

A. A list of pupil personnel practices bearing on the articulation

problem in junior high school was prepared using practices sug-

gested by books, articles in periodicals, suggestions from work-

ers in the area of pupil personnel services in junior high schools,

and from the writer's own experience.

B. From this list of pupil personnel practices a tentative check list

was prepared.
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C. The tentative check list was submitted for criticism and sugges-

tions to Dr. Jack V. Hall's summer session class in "Research

Procedures". This class was composed of 35 administrators,

teachers, and full-time students.

D. On the basis of these criticisms the check list was revised and

submitted to Dr. R. B. Baron's summer session class in "Re-

search Procedures", containing 31 students. This group

also gave valuable suggestions for revision and improvement.

E. A third draft was submitted to Dr. Peisner's class in "Organiza-

tion and Administration of Guidance Services". This group was

asked particularly to criticize content in terms of the question:

"Are these practices represented by the check list within the

area normally regarded as 'guidance' ?"

F. After a final revision, a copy of the check list was submitted to

John Conway, Supervisor of Secondary Education, Oregon State

Department of Education. Mr. Conway was asked if a letter of

endorsement from him could be included with the cover letter

and check list when sent out to the junior high schools of Oregon.

Mr. Conway was very generous with his suggestions and a draft

of a letter giving his endorsement was prepared.

G. The check list, together with a cover letter and the letter of en-

dorsement from Mr. Conway, was then sent out to the 52
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junior high schools listed by the State Department of Education.

Check lists were returned by 49 of these schools.

H. The results were then tabulated.

The preparation of the check list and the tabulation of the data

from the check list survey are described fully in Chapter III.

Step II. Evaluation of the Practices -- The jury method was

used to evaluate the pupil personnel practices in terms of their con-

tribution to articulation during the junior high school years. Briefly,

the procedure for this step of the study was:

A. A list of pupil personnel assumptions and practices bearing on

the articulation problem in junior high school was developed

based on the results of the check list described in Step I.

B. From this list a rating sheet was developed to enable the jurors

to rate the pupil personnel assumptions and practices in terms of

their contribution to articulation. Three rating choices were

available: essential, desirable, and not desirable.

C. This rating check list was sent out to all of the members of the

American Pupil Personnel and Guidance Association who seemed

to be connected with junior high school work. Altogether, the

check lists were sent to 285 jurors.

D. One hundred seventy-one completed check lists were received

which represented returns of 60 percent. Of the 171 completed
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check lists received, 130 were usable. The responses on the

rating sheet were then tabulated for use in developing a list of

pupil personnel practices that would be useful to effect better

articulation between elementary and senior high schools.

A detailed account of the development of the rating sheet, the

selection of the jury, and the analysis and tabulation of the returns

is presented in Chapter IV.

Step III. Developing a List of Pupil Personnel Practices that

Aid in the Articulation Process -- The opinion of the jury was the basis

used in determining whether a practice should be included in the list of

recommended practices. Briefly, the procedure used was:

A. For each of the pupil personnel assumptions and practices listed,

a tally was made of the responses in the three categories on the

rating sheet. These tallies were converted to percentages of the

total usable returns.

B. No precedent could be found to help determine the percentage

point which would indicate that jury support was insufficient to

warrant including an assumption or practice in the final listing of

recommended assumptions and practices. The writer reasoned,

however, that if as many as 25 percent of the jury either

checked the "not desirable" column for a particular assumption

or practice or failed to vote on it, this would indicate sufficient
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doubt to keep an assumption or practice off a recommended list.

He further reasoned that if as many as 50 percent of the jury

checked an assumption or practice in the "essential" column,

this would suggest sufficient support regardless of how the other

50 percent voted. The arbitrary criterion established by the

writer for determining which of the assumptions or practices

voted on by the jury should be included in the recommended list

was: To be included in the recommended list, an assumption or

practice must receive a 50 percent vote in the "essential" col-

umn or a 75 percent vote in the combined "essential" and "de--

sirable" columns.

A more detailed account of the selection of the assumptions and

practices to be included in the suggested list appears in Chapter V of

this study.

Chapter II is concerned with a survey of the literature pertaining

to problems of articulation in the growth and development of junior high

schools in the United States.
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CHAPTER II

SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE

Articulation as a Purpose -- Historical Considerations

The 1890's were years of great soul-searching by American ed-

ucational leaders. On the one hand was the feeling of many leaders of

higher education that preparation for college was taking too long -- so

long that most professional people could not be ready to begin practice

until they were 28 years of age or older. This feeling resulted in the

proposal of the Committee of Ten in 1894 that some high school sub-

jects should be started in elementary school (23, p. 647) and many

late-nineteenth century leaders of education thought that high schools

should receive pupils two years earlier (23, p. 791).

On the other hand, public school leaders were concerned about

the tremendous drop-out rate between elementary and high school. In

1895, the Committee of Fifteen, appointed by the Department of Super-

intendence of the National Education Association and composed of su-

perintendents of large city schools ,suggested the need for better transi-

tion between elementary and high school.

Your committee is agreed that the time devoted to the
elementary school work should not be reduced from
eight years, but they have recommended, as herein-
before stated, that in the seventh and eighth grades a
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modified form of algebra be introduced in place of
advanced arithmetic and that in the eighth year English
grammar yield place to Latin. This makes, in their
opinion, a proper transition to the studies of secondary
school and is calculated to assist the pupil materially
in his preparation for that work. Hitherto the change
from the work of the elementary school has been too
abrupt, the pupil beginning three formal studies at
once, namely algebra, physical geography and Latin
(24, p. 329).

In 1899 the Committee on College Entrance Requirements sug-

gested a six-year high school. The members believed that the 6-6 di-

vision would make transition to adolescence easier, would tend to close

the gap between elementary and high school, and would retain more

students in school (25, p. 659).

Although the first junior high schools were some ten years in the

future, the philosophical basis for the junior high school movement

was being established in the committee reports of the 1890's. To do

something about the high drop-out rate, which was associated in part

with the failure of schools to recognize the needs of young adolescents

and with the too-abrupt change from elementary to secondary educa-

tion, became a strong reason for the junior high school movement

which began in the second decade of the 20th century.

A major objection in the organization of the early junior high

schools, therefore, was to help effect a smoother transition between

elementary and senior high schools. In 1927 the Department of Super-

intendence tabulated statements on the junior high school made by
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79 recognized educators or educational groups in the period 1920-1927.

A list of 15 special purposes grew out of the tabulation. Organized in

order of the frequency of mention, the fifth purpose was,"bridging the

gap between elementary and secondary schools -- proper coordination

between lower and higher schools" (20, p. 20).

Between 1938 and 1940, W. T. Gruhn and H. R. Douglass

studied the literature on the junior high movement and consulted spe-

cialists in the theory and philosophy of the junior high school, and

from this study drafted a statement on the functions of the junior high

school. Function VI they labeled "Articulation" and said that through

this function the junior high school was

To provide a gradual transition from preadolescent
education to an educational program suited to the
needs and interests of adolescent boys and girls
(13, p. 31-32).

In the mid 1950's John H. Lounsbury studied the opinions of a

selected group of junior high principals, and a group of members of

the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development of the

National Education Association who were not connected directly with

junior high school. Opinions on possible purposes or characteristics

were solicited. Purpose number eight was: "To make possible a

gradual transition from elementary school conditions and practices to

those of the high school". Eighty-six percent of the principals consid-

ered this a valid purpose while two percent considered it not valid.
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Seventy-four percent of the supervisors considered it valid while five

percent considered it not valid. The principals ranked this objective

fourth in a list of 24 -- the supervisors ranked it eighth (34, p. 33-38).

Articulatory Investigations

A number of articulation studies involving the junior high school

were made in the 1920's. The Fifth Yearbook of the Department of Su-

perintendence reports on the answers of 30 junior high school princi-

pals to the question, "By what means are you making the articulation

with the senior high school smooth, easy, and effective?" Some of the

answers that pertain particularly to this study were:

The Junior High School teachers are fully informed as
to the demands and procedures of the Senior High School
to the end that they may better advise their pupils
and guide them to meet these requirements.

The Junior High School lists for the Senior High School
the names of pupils who are to enter that school to-
gether with their special abilities and interests.

A conference is held between the counselors of the
Junior High School and the Senior High School for a
careful study of the problems and opportunities in
each school (20, p. 47-52).

Another study of articulation problems between the junior high

school and the senior high school was reported by the National Educa-

tion Association in its Addresses and Proceedings of 1927. In an ar-

ticle by Jesse H. New lon entitled, "The Articulation of the Junior
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and Senior High Schools", the author reported the opinions of junior and

senior high school principles on the leading problems in articulation. Some

of these problems were: (1) The lack of understanding among senior

high school teachers of the objectives of the junior high school. (2)

The pupil encounters a radical change in teaching methods in the sen-

ior high school. (3) Junior high school teachers do not understand that

the senior high school is faced with demands of college entrance re-

quirements. (4) The senior high school does not make adequate pro-

vision for individual differences. (5) Articulation of subjects is neces-

sary between the two levels. (6) The senior high school does not pro-

vide adequate guidance. (7) Pupil activity programs are less fully de-

veloped in the senior high school so pupils feel lost (27, p. 765-771).

The major study of articulation in the public schools of the 1920's

was reported in the Seventh Yearbook of the Department of Superinten-

tendence entitled, "The Articulation of Units in American Education".

This book describes articulation problems as they have developed from

elementary school through college and adult education. Chapter II

deals with articulation practices in South Orange and Maplewood, New

Jersey. John H. Bosshart, Superintendent of Schools, wrote in the

introduction to this chapter:

A study of articulation problems finds its most fruit-
ful reward, not primarily in a study of institutions of
elementary and secondary education, but rather in a
study of growing children reacting to those institutions--
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For the study of articulation is, in the last analysis, a
study of the interaction between child and school; and
articulation is achieved when the school is so shaped
to the child that there is no interruption to the conti-
nuity of his mental, physical, and social growth. In
the school district of South Orange and Maplewood,
the most effective agency for the study of each child's
reactions to the school throughout his entire life, and
therefore the most effective agency for the discovery
and solution of articulation problems, is the coun-
seling or guidance system (21, p. 173).

In the 1930's and 1940's, little was added to the store of re-

search on articulation. The Department of Superintendence again

touched on the problem in its Ninth Yearbook. One of the interesting

studies described in this book is one which resulted in the compilation

of an extensive list of "inarticulations in American education". Some

of the "inarticulations" that pertain to this study are:

The school infrequently records the information con-
cerning the individual child by which the teacher may
intelligently diagnose his needs, and often fails to pro-
vide for the transmission of such records from grade
to grade, teacher to teacher, and unit to unit in our
school system.

The school often fails to provide at every level ade-
quate counseling and guidance services for pupils.

The school infrequently correlates and coordinates
the agencies for pupil counseling at the various levels
and between the various units.

The school too often fails to emphasize educational
guidance equally with vocational guidance.

The school seldom sees that teachers render adequate
assistance to a pupil who is compelled by reason of
change of system, grade, subject, or unit, to adapt
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himself to new environments and meet new conditions.

The practices in the different units of the public
school system are not based upon the same psycho-
logical and philosophical principles.

The school often fails to discover and to measure
adequately capacities and abilities as a basis for dis-
covering and meeting individual needs and differences
(22, p. 387-408).

An article by Gaylen Saylor in the Encyclopedia of Modern Edu-

cation, published in 1943, covered some of the important aspects of

articulation. Mr. Saylor wrote:

Articulation in the educational program is secured
when all aspects of the program contribute with max-
imum effectiveness to the continuous and cumulative
growth and development of pupils in desirable direc-
tions. Poor articulation is indicated by undesirable
repetition, duplication, or omission of subject mat-
ter or learning experiences in the total educational
program for any child; by sharp breakes, arrests,
or gaps in the child's progression through school;
by artificial or unnecessary administrative distinc-
tions among units in the school organization; or by
the subjection of pupils to sudden and abrupt changes
in curriculum organization, teaching method, or
methods of work.

Good articulation results primarily from general
agreement of all teachers and administrators in
each administrative unit on the fundamental purposes
and aims of all education and from an understanding
by the staff of each unit of the ways in which it may
best contribute to the growth and development of its
pupils in line with these basic purposes.

Many administrative measures for securing better
articulation have been advocated and practiced.
Chief of these is the formulation through cooperative
group action of a statement of a basic philosophy of
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education to which teachers in all schools and at all
levels subscribe.

The use of cumulative records which assemble ade-
quate information about the scholastic, social and
personal characteristics of the pupil, including his
test results and health reports, and the transference
of these records to each new unit along with the pu-
pil, aids in providing for continuity of experience,
and hence facilitates good articulation.

A coordinated guidance program is a major factor
in promoting articulation.

With the individual schools themselves, articulation
is facilitated in general by administrative practices
that enable a teacher to work with a given group of
pupils a maximum amount of time (29, p. 56-58).

In the 1950 edition of the Encyclopedia of Educational Research,

Dr. Henry Otto reported on articulation between the elementary and

secondary school. He emphasized the lack of articulation studies dur-

ing the period of 1930 to 1950.

Studies of school management have focused attention
upon the following articulation problems at the point
of transition from the elementary to the secondary
school: (a) school buildings with rigid walls and a
long useful life as a handicap to articulation; (b)
marked differences in teacher viewpoints creating
difficult adjustment problems for the pupils, the
high school teachers trained in academic disciplines
often being concerned only with achievement in sub-
ject matter and unsympathetic toward individual dif-
ferences in ability and the interests of vigorous ado-
lescents; (c) pupil maladjustment resulting from a
sudden transition from one teacher to many teachers
and many auxiliary activities; (d) pupil maladjustment
resulting from a sudden transition from a formal dis-
ciplinary situation to one of greater freedom and self-
direction; (e) pupil maladjustment resulting from a
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changed emphasis in curriculum, changed methods
of teaching, and changed criteria for promotion;
(f) determination of the criteria which shall be the
basis for admission to the secondary school; (g) de-
termination of the types of pupil data and records
which shall accompany the pupil as he enters the sec-
ondary school and of the uses the secondary school
can make of these data.

Studies dealing with articulation have been almost
nonexistent during the past 20 years. The only re-
cent study was made by Speer in 1945 and dealt with
schools in two rural counties in Texas Many
other types of studies are needed to cast light upon
the articulation problems identified in the preceding
paragraph (19, p. 371).

Dr. Atwood Northby reported on research on the problem of ar-

ticulation between the junior and senior high school. He wrote:

The typical procedure followed in determining the
problems of articulation has been to secure a con-
sensus of educators, usually junior or senior high
school principals, by means of a questionnaire.

These studies reveal a great many reported inar-
ticulations which range from general problems, such
as lack of understanding of the purposes, functions ,
and procedures of one unit by the teachers and ad-
ministrators in the other unit, to specific admini-
strative problems, such as the failure to provide
adequate personal records.

Studies to determine existing practices reveal a wide
variety of devices employed.... None of the reported
practices appear to be widely adopted, nor does
there appear to be any standardization in procedure.
There are no reported investigations of the relative
effectiveness of these practices.

One of the major factors leading to the establishment
of the junior high school was the presence of a gap
between the elementary school and the high school.
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Studies comparing the merits of the reorganized
school with those of the traditional high school show
some improvement in the integration with the ele-
mentary school. Inadequate as the provisions for
articulation in the junior and senior high schools may
be, they are distinctly more extensive than the
usual provisions found in the corresponding grades
of the traditionally organized school (19,p1170- 1172).

The only recent study the writer has found which is similar to

the one he is undertaking is described in a doctoral dissertation by

Richard S. Byers entitled, "Articulation in the Junior High School",

and completed in 1955 at the University of Connecticut. Although the

emphasis in this study is also on articulation, it deals primarily with

articulation in the curriculum. The writer of this dissertation lists

"articulation in guidance services" as one of the needed areas of study

at the junior high school level (5, p. 225).

Several related studies have come from Oregon State College. In

1952, Elian L. Waian completed a dissertation entitled "Guidance

Practices in Elementary Schools", and in 1954, Eric Dean Anderson

completed a dissertation entitled, "Current Practices in the Organiza-

tion and Administration of Guidance Services in 94 Selected School

Systems".

Numerous articles dealing with isolated phases of the articulation

problem appear in periodicals dealing with education. Many of these

deal with articulation as a function of guidance services and list articu-

latory guidance practices. These articles became sources from which
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the writer selected practices used in the check list discussed in Chap-

ter III. Some of the most useful of these articles are listed in the bib-

liography appended to this study.

The writer has been unable to find any major studies of pupil

personnel services in Oregon junior high schools. As far as he can

determine, no work has been done to discover the extent of articulation

in pupil personnel services in this State.

Chapter III deals with the construction and distribution of a check

list through which junior high school principals in Oregon can indicate

the pupil personnel practices used in their schools that aid pupils to

adjust to the changing school situations. The results of this check list

survey are also described and discussed in Chapter III.
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CHAPTER III

SURVEY OF ARTICULATORY PUPIL PERSONNEL PRACTICES
IN OREGON JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

Construction of the Check List

As indicated in Chapter I, one phase of this study was to ascer-

tain the pupil personnel practices used in the junior high schools of

Oregon which help students "bridge the gap" between elementary and

senior high schools.

The check list method was selected as a practical way to secure

the desired information. In constructing the check list, the following

procedures were used:

1. The literature on pupil personnel practices was surveyed to

find out what practices were being used that seemed directly related

to the articulation problem between elementary and high school.

2. On the basis of this survey of the literature and also on the

basis of the writer's experience in junior high school guidance work

and discussions with acquaintances in the field of junior high school

guidance and administrative work, a comprehensive list of practices

was compiled.

3. These practices were then organized under three broad

headings:
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a. Administrative policies and practices.

b. Practices carried on with sixth graders to help them

prepare for junior high school.

c. Practices carried on in the junior high school to aid in

the continuous adjustment of students and to prepare them

for senior high school.

4. From this list of pupil personnel practices a tentative draft

of a check list was prepared. This check list was presented to a grad-

uate class at Oregon State University in Research Procedures. The

students were asked to criticize the draft on the basis of form, content

and wording. As a result of this criticism the check list was revised.

5. This same procedure was followed two more times -- the

second time in another graduate class in "Research Procedures", and

finally in a class in the "Organization and Administration of Guidance

Services".

The writer felt that before he could ask junior high school prin-

cipals to spend the required time to complete such a lengthy check list

it would be advantageous to get the endorsement of the State Supervisor

of Secondary Education in the Oregon State Department of Education.

Mr. John Conway, State Supervisor of Secondary Education, was con-

tacted and he agreed to let the writer prepare a letter indicating his

endorsement of the study to send out with the check lists. He also gave
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some very helpful advice on how best to contact the junior high school

principals.

Check lists were sent out in the spring of 1960 to all of the Ore-

gon schools listed as junior high schools by the Oregon State Depart-

ment of Education. Replies were received from 49 of the 52 schools

to which check lists had been mailed.

Sources of Check List Items -- Ideas for the items to be included

in the check list came chiefly from articles or books dealing with ei-

ther articulation problems or pupil personnel procedures. The materi-

al in the articles on the articulation problems summarized in Chapter

III were helpful in delimiting the pupil personnel areas that related di-

rectly to the articulation problem. Nearly all of the major works on

education in the junior high school, such as Til, Vars, and Lounsbury,

Modern Education for the Junior High School Years, Gruhn and

Douglass, The Modern Junior High School, and Johnson and Busacker,

Junior High School Guidance, have sections on guidance practices that

were helpful. In addition, many current magazine articles suggested

practices that would fit the requirements of this study. The most use-

ful of these articles are listed in the bibliography appended to this

study.

Other Aids in Develo the Check List -- In addition to reading
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the literature on the topic of articulation as it relates to pupil person-

nel practices, the problem was discussed with a number of experienced

guidance workers who were attending Oregon State University during

the 1959 Summer Session. Their ideas and suggestions were very

valuable in enlarging the list and in eliminating those practices that

did not seem to apply to the problem.

Organizing the Check List Items -- From these sources of ideas,

a master list of practices was drawn. After attempting a number of

different schemes of organization, it became apparent that the most

practical scheme was to divide the list into three broad groups: (1)

those that applied primarily to administrative procedures and dealt

with the faculty or guidance organization in the district; (2) the prac-

tices that had to do with "bridging the gap" for sixth graders; and (3)

the practices carried on in the junior high to help junior high school

students adjust and also to prepare them for senior high school.

The next task was to phrase the practices in such a way that a

checked response would give the desired information. The first rough

draft of check list so constructed contained 325 items to be checked.

Refining the Check List -- Since Summer Session was on, three

professors at Oregon State University agreed to let the writer submit

the list to their graduate classes. These classes were made up, for
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the most part, of administrators, guidance workers, and teachers

back for refresher courses or on degree programs. These students

were asked to criticize the check list on the basis of item construc-

tion, content, and clearness of construction. After each administra-

tion of the check list it was reconstructed, using the applicable ideas

and suggestions made by the students. The final completed check list

contained 125 checkable items plus 26 items asking for "other sugges-

tions". The investigator found that the term "guidance practices" was

more widely understood than the term "pupil personnel practices".

The term "guidance practices" was therefore used in the check list.

Mailing the Check List -- Since the first check list was to be a

survey to determine current guidance practices in Oregon junior high

schools which bore on the problem of articulation, the writer decided

to discuss the problem with the State Supervisor of Secondary Educa-

tion, Mr. John Conway. Mr. Conway suggested that the best people

in the junior high schools to complete the check list would be the prin-

cipals, and very graciously agreed to permit his endorsement to be

used in the cover letter which would be sent out with the check list.

The check list was then mailed to the 52 schools then listed as

"junior high schools" by the State Department of Education. This list

included both two-year (seventh and eighth grade) schools and three-

year schools (seventh, eighth and ninth grades). Of the 52 principals
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to whom the check lists were sent, 49 returned completed check lists.

Organization of the Data

Tabular Organization -- The data from the check list replies are

presented on the following pages in table form. The tables are so or-

ganized as to show the number of schools in each grade and size group-

ing. Four classifications of schools are used: those containing just

seventh and eighth grades (20 schools); those with seventh, eighth, and

ninth grades whose enrollments are below 600 students (ten schools);

those with seventh, eighth, and ninth grades whose enrollments are

from 600 to 799 students (ten schools); and those with seventh, eighth

and ninth grades whose enrollments are over 800 students (nine

schools).

Method of Presentation -- The check list is divided into three

major sections. For the purpose of clarity, the data is presented un-

der those same headings. The major sections of the check list are:

1. Administrative policies and procedures which help pupils

"bridge the gap" between elementary and senior high schools.

2. Guidance practices which help sixth grade pupils prepare for

junior high school.

3. Guidance practices which help pupils make a continuous ad-

judtment throughout junior high school.
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Method of Reporting Miscellaneous Comments -- At the bottom

of each set of responses on the check list was a blank line headed by

the term "other" on which the principals could add other practices used

in their schools that fell within the category of the immediately pre-

ceding items. A number of significant suggestions were made in this

"other" category. When these suggestions seemed to contribute some-

thing new to the check list, and especially when several principals

made similar comments,they were included in the discussion whichpre-

cedes each table.

Presentation of the Tabular Data

Administrative Policies Which Help Pupils "Bridge the Gap"- -

Cooperation and coordination within a school system would seem to be

basic to good articulation in guidance practices. Although it is pos-

sible for cooperation among the various levels of a school system to

exist in the absence of any direct administrative efforts to bring this

about, it would seem that direct administrative intervention in this

area would certainly speed the process. The first eight tables below

deal with administrative policies and procedures which are designed,

in part at least, to speed and promote articulation.

As shown in Table 1-A, 70 percent of the schools surveyed indi-

cate that there is some system-wide direction given to the guidance
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program. It is interesting to note that 25 percent of the seventh-

eighth grade junior high schools report that they have no organized

program, whereas only seven percent of the seventh- eighth -ninth

grade junior high schools indicate the absence of an organized program.

One of the qualifications listed by several of the seventh - eighth grade

junior high schools is that "system-wide" to them means grades one

through eight since the senior high school is a separate union high

school district.

Table 1-B shows that the most common methods of coordinating

the guidance program within the school systems are through princi-

pal's meetings or through guidance committees. Only eight percent of

the schools indicate that the superintendent assumes this role. No

connection is apparent between the size of the school and the method of

coordinating except that no superintendent of the largest category of

school acts as a guidance coordinator. A number of schools report

that a guidance committee is in the planning stage.

The tables which follow show methods of acquainting teachers

with the programs and problems of other levels -- elementary, junior

high, or senior high -- within the school system.
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Table 1. Organizing and Coordinating the Guidance Program

Grades
7-8
Only
20 Sch.

Grades 7 8 - 9
400-599

10 Sch.

600-799

10 Sch.

800 plus

9 Sch.

Total

29 Sch

All
Jr.Highs

49 Sch.

# #

A. Methods of Organizing the Guidance Program

Organized Program

Single-school oriented
program

System-wide program

Single school program with
some central coordination

5 25

3 15

5 25

7 35

1

1

5

2

0

3

5

B . Methods of Coordinating Guidance Programs in the School System

Principals' Meetings

Guidance Director

Guidance Committee

Superintendent

13 65

4 20

6 30

2 10

4

2

3

1

5

2

4

1

1

1

2

6

2

2

4

0

2

3 10

10 34

13 45

7 14

6 12

15 30

20 40

11 38 24 48

6 21 10 20

11 38 17 34

2 7 4 8
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Table 2-A indicates that 53 percent of the 49 schools report no

inter-level meetings for the purpose of discussing common guidance-

related problems. Of the 15 seventh eighth - ninth grade schools that

report inter-level meetings with one level only, 11 organize joint

meetings with the senior high school while four conduct meetings at-

tended by elementary teachers. Several schools report inter-level

meetings attended by administrators and counselors but not teachers.

As shown in Table 2-B, 13 of the 49 schools, or 26 percent, re-

port that no steps are taken to acquaint elementary teachers with the

junior high school program. Ten of these schools are in systems

where there is a seventh - eighth - ninth grade junior high school.

In the remaining 36 schools, 25 report the distribution of written

descriptions, 19 conduct discussions at in-service meetings, 13 use

combined departmental or faculty meetings for this purpose.

Several schools that report "no steps taken" indicate that some

"orientation" takes place during in-service meetings held before school

starts in the fall.

As shown in Table 2-C, 17 of the 49 schools, or 34 percent, re-

port that no steps are taken to acquaint senior high teachers with the

program of the junior high school. Of the remaining 32 schools, over

half (17) give out written descriptions, 14 discuss the junior high pro-

gram at in-service meetings, and 11 hold combined faculty or
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Table 2. Methods of Acquainting Teachers with Junior High Programs and Problems

Grades Grades 7 - 8 - 9 All
7-8 400-599 600-799 800 plus Total Jr. Highs
Only
20 Sch. 10 Sch. 10 Sch 9 Sch. 29 Sch.- 49 Sch.

# #

A. Acquainting Teachers with Guidance-related Problems of Other Levels Through Joint Meetings.

Through meetings attended
by teachers of all grades 4 20

f
0 i 2 0 2 7 I 6 12

Through meetings of ele-
mentary and Jr. High teachers 0 0 2 1 1 4 14 4 8

Through meetings of Jr.
High and Sr. High teachers 3 15 6 3 2 11 38 14 28

No inter-level meetings
are held for this purpose 12 60 4 5 5 14 48 26 53

B. Methods of Acquainting Elementary Teachers with Junior High School

No steps taken 3 15 2 4 4 10 34 13 26

Tours of Jr. High School 5 25 5 2 1 8 28 13 26

Written descriptions
given out 12 60 4 5 4 13 45 25 51

Discussions at in-service
meetings 10 50 5 4 0 I 9 31 I 19 38

Discussions at combined fa-
culty or departmental
meetings 5 25 I 3 0 1 I 4 14 1 9 18

C. Methods of Acquainting Senior High Teachers with Junior High School

No steps 6 30 I 3 3 1 5 11 38 i 17 34

Tours of Jr. High 2 10 1 0 1 2 7 1 4 8

Written descr iptions
given out 8 40 3 4 2 9 31 17 34

Discussion at combined fa-
culty or departmental
meetings 4 20 4 2 1 7 24 11 22

Discussion at in-service
meetings 7 35 3 4 0 7 24 14 28
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departmental meetings for this purpose. Only four of the 49 schools

report that they conduct tours of the junior high for senior high teach-

ers.

Several of the smaller schools indicate that the junior high

school and senior high school buildings are side by side and that there

is therefore easy and informal contact between the two. A number in-

dicate that the only contact of this kind is through deans' and princi-

pals' meetings. One principal reports that many senior high school

teachers in his system have formerly taught at the junior high school

level, and another indicated that senior high school teachers "are not

particularly interested in meeting".

Table 3 shows that in 11 of the 49 schools, or 22 percent, no

steps are taken to acquaint junior high school teachers with the ele-

mentary or senior high schools in their school system. Of the re-

maining 32 schools, 25 are reported by their principals to hold dis-

cussions of the elementary and senior high school programs in faculty

or in-service meetings. Twelve principals report that written descrip-

tions of the elementary and/or senior high school programs are fur-

nished junior high school teachers. Six principals report that visits

are scheduled for junior high school teachers to the elementary and/or

senior high schools in the system.

Several of the principals of smaller schools report that a
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majority of the junior high school teachers were former elementary

teachers or that the elementary and junior high schools are physically

adjacent and that there is therefore no need to take special steps to ac-

quaint teachers with elementary school programs and procedures.

Table 3. Methods of Acquainting Junior High Teachers with Elementary and Senior High Schools

Grades
7-8
Only
20 Sch.

Grades 7 - 8 9 All
Jr. Highs

49 Sch.

400-599

10 Sch.

600-799

10 Sch.

800 plus

9 Sch

Total

29 Sch

# % # # %

No steps 1 5 3 4 3 10 34 11 22

Visits 4 20 0 1 1 2 7 6 12

Written descriptions 5 25 2 3 2 7 24 12 24

Discussion at faculty or
in-service meetings 14 70 6 3 2 11 38 25 51

Table 4 deals with the organization of the classes in the junior

high school into "blocks of time". As generally understood in this

connection, "blocking" means holding a group of students intact for two

or more periods each day. Usually the same teacher keeps the class

during the entire block of time. English and social studies classes are

the ones most commonly blocked.

As shown by Table 4 only six of the 49 principals, or twelve per-

cent, report that no blocking of classes is done in their schools. Thirty-

seven schools block in grade seven, 34 block in grade eight, and seven
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block in grade nine.

There is some indication that even the schools reporting "no

blocking" do block in certain restricted areas. One of these, for ex-

ample, reports one class of 20 to 24 seventh graders operating as a

self-contained unit with a math-science and an English-social science

block.

Table 4. Grades in which "Blocking" of Classes is Done

Grades
7-8
Only
20 Sch.

Grades 7 - 8 - 9 All
Jr. Highs

49 Sch.

400-599

10 Sch.

600-799

10 Sc h.

800plus

9 Sch.

Total

29 Sch

# %

No blocking 3 15 1 1 1 3 10 6 12

Grade 7 15 75 8 8 6 22 76 37 75

Grade 8 15 75 8 5 6 19 66 34 69

Grade 9 3 3 1 7 24 7 14

One inarticulation mentioned in the literature is that which re-

sults when grouping practices at one level are not related to grouping

practices at other levels. Table 5 shows the degree of coordination in

ability grouping that exists in Oregon school districts where there are

junior high schools. Four schools, or eight percent of the total, are

reported to have no ability grouping of any kind. Of the remaining 45

schools, principals report that 35 work with the elementary feeder
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school in grouping beginning junior high students and 30 work with the

senior high school in grouping beginning senior high school students.

Four principals report that the junior high school works entirely in-

dependently of other levels in the grouping of students.

Table 5. Degree of Coordination in Ability Grouping Among the Three Levels

No ability grouping

Jr.High works with elem.
in grouping 7th grade

Jr. High works with Sr. High
in grouping beginning high
school students

Grouping in junior high is
independent of other levels

Grades
7-8

Only
20 Sch.

Grades 7 - 8 9 All
Jr. Highs

l 49 Sch.

400-599

10 Sch.

600-799

10 Sch.

800 plus

9 Sch.

Total

29 Sch.

2 10 2 0 0 7 4 8

15 75 6 7 7 20 69 35 71

16 80 4 5 5 14 48 30 61

2 10 1 0 1 2 7 4 8

Summary of Administrative Policies Which Help Pupils "Bridge

the Gap -- Seventy percent of all junior high schools in Oregon report

a guidance system with some central coordination. Table 1 shows that

the most used method of central coordination is through principals'

meetings, but that coordination through a guidance committee is also

very prevalent. A "Guidance Director" is reported by only 20 percent
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of the schools.

Administration efforts to help teachers develop a better under-

standing of the other school units of the system to which their students

will go or from which they have come vary greatly throughout the state.

Slightly over half (53 percent) of the schools report no inter-level

meetings for the purpose of discussing guidance problems or pro-

grams. It appears also from Table 2 that in most of the districts

where inter-level meetings occur, they involve the senior and junior

high school staffs only.

A large majority of the school systems of Oregon make some at-

tempt to familiarize teachers at the various levels with problems and

procedures at other levels. Written descriptions seem to be the favo-

rite device, followed closely by discussions at in-service or faculty

meetings. Nevertheless, between one-third and one-fourth of the

schools report that no steps are taken to acquaint teachers at one level

with policies and procedures of other levels.

Both of the other two administrative devices used in this check

list, designed at least in part to help promote better articulation as far

as the student is concerned, are very popular in Oregon junior high

schools. All but six schools report some type of grouping or "blocking'

of classes so that a student would have the same teacher for more than

one period each day. In nearly every case, a school that blocks
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classes in the seventh grade also blocks in the eighth grade. This is

not true, however, with grade nine where only seven of the 27 seventh -

eighth ninth grade junior high schools report that any blocking is

done.

Table 5 shows the amount of cooperation that exists among the

three levels in the ability grouping of incoming junior high school sev-

enth graders and incoming senior high school beginning classes.

Only four schools report no attempt at ability grouping. Of the re-

maining 45 schools, 35 report that they work with the elementary

schools in grouping their seventh graders, and 30 report cooperation

between the junior high school and senior high school in the grouping

of first year high school students.

Guidance Practices Which Help Sixth Grade Pupils Prepare for

Junior High School -- The first "gap" to be bridged between elemen-

tary school and senior high school is that which exists between the

sixth and seventh grades when the student first enters junior high. In

most cases it represents a shift from a situation where a student spends

most of his time in one room to one in which he travels from room to

room. It represents a change from an environment in which he spends

most of his school time with one teacher, to one in which he must ad-

just to a variety of teachers during the day. It represents a change

from a situation where the student identifies himself with a relatively
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small group -- either because the school itself is small or because he

is a member of a self-contained class -- to one in which the school is

larger and he has no small group with which to identify. It represents

a shift from a situation in which most academic choices, such as

which courses to take and when to study, are made for him, to one in

which an increasing number of choices are left up to the student.

Tables 6 through 8 represent practices carried on by junior high

schools for working with elementary schools to secure information

about incoming seventh grade students, or to inform sixth grade stu-

dents about the junior high school.

Table 6 shows how junior high schools in Oregon inform sixth

grade students about the junior high school academic program and the

school sponsored activities. All but six percent of the schools carry

on an orientation program for sixth grade students who are about to be

promoted into junior high school. The most common methods are the

distribution of written descriptive material (69 percent) and visitation

by members of the junior high school staff (79 percent). Thirty-six

percent of the schools report that they invite sixth grade students to

the junior high school for a visitation day, and 22 percent report that

they send groups of junior high school students to sixth grade rooms

to describe the junior high school and to answer questions.

One school reports that although very little is done while students
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are still in the sixth grade, the whole first day of school in the fall is

devoted entirely to the orientation of seventh graders and new students.

One small seventh-eighth grade junior high school reports that

"open house" had been practiced but was found to serve no useful pur-

pose since the sixth graders were already familiar with the junior high

and its program.

Table 6. Methods of Transmitting Information about Junior High School to Sixth Grade Students.

Nothing done

Written material given

Visitation by members of
Jr. High staff

Visitation by Jr. High
students

Visitation day at Jr. High
for 6th graders

6th grade teachers carry
on orientation practices

Grades
7-8 400-599
Only
20 Sch. 10 Sch.

2 10 1

12 60 8

14 70 8

4 20 3

5 25 7

3 15 0

Grades 7 - 8 9

600-799 800 plus Total

10 Sch.

0

6

9

4

4

3

All
Jr. Highs

9 Sch. 29 Sch 49 Sch.

# % # %

0 1 3 3 6

8 22 76 34 69

8 25 86 39 79

0 7 24 11 22

2 13 45 18 36

2 5 17 8 16

Methods through which junior high schools obtain information

about sixth grade students prior to their entry into junior high, as

listed in Table 7-A, are fairly uniform throughout the state. All
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schools receive cumulative records passed on from the elementary

school, and nearly all schools have some type of supplementary device

for securing special pupil ratings from the sixth grade teachers.

Twenty-four percent of the schools report that they schedule inter-

views involving the sixth grade student and his parents and the junior

high counselor or principal. Several of the schools report that these

interviews are arranged in certain special cases and not in all.

Table 7-B shows that there is a great deal of uniformity in the

basic types of information contained in the cumulative records passed

from elementary to junior high schools in Oregon. Eighty-nine per-

cent of the schools report the inclusion of information on physical-

medical status, school grades, and recent achievement test data.

Sixty-seven percent of the schools also report that information on

home and family background, personal and social development, and

recent intelligence test data is included in the records sent to them by

the elementary schools.

Other items most frequently listed under "other" were: samples

of school work; relevant correspondence from parents; anecdotal ob-

servations; and pupil adjustment reports . Al th ough items such

as these do not occur frequently enough to give them a place along with

the more basic types of information listed in the table, they do show

an interest on the part of many junior high school administrators in
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Table 7. Sources .3.nd Types of Information Received on Seventh Graders

Grades
7-8
Only
20 Sch.

Grades 7 - 8 - 9
400-599

10 Sch.

A. Methods of Obtain ri Information about Incomin

Cumulative records 20 100 9

Special ratings from 6th
grade teachers 19 95 9

Meetings between 6th and
7th grade teachers 3 15 2

Interview with pupils
and parents 4 20 1

Se

600-799 800 plus

10 Sch. 9 Sch.

Total

29 Sch.

# %

All
Jr. Highs

49 Sch.

venth Graders

9

7

0

5

7 25 86 45 89

8 24 82 43 85

0 2 7 5 10

2 8 28 12 24

B. Types of Information Contained in Cumulative Records Sent from Elementary School

7 5 17 58 33 67

9 7 25 86 45 89

6 5 18 62 33 67

9 7 24 82 43 85

Home and family backgrounds 16 80 5

Physical and medical status 20 100 9

Personal and social dev. 15 75 7

School grades 19 95 8

Recent (within the year)
intelligence test data 15 75 6

Recent (within the year)
achievement test data 20 100 9

7 5 18 62 33 67

9 8 26 89 46 91
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securing every available piece of information about incoming students

that might be used in helping them to adjust to junior high school.

Table 8 deals with the kinds of educational planning done by sixth

grade students before they are promoted into junior high school.

Eighty-five percent of the schools report that some amount of educa-

tional planning is done by sixth grade students. In 57 percent of the

schools this planning encompasses only the seventh grade. In 13 of 49

schools ( or 26 percent) planning is done for all of the junior high

school grades. Several of the schools that report that educational

planning is delayed until junior high school indicate that the course of

study in the seventh and eighth grades is chiefly required and that

there is, therefore, little justification for educational planning prior to

eighth grade.

Table 8. Kinds of Educational Planning Done by Sixth Graders Prior to Coming to Jr. High

Grades
7-8
Only
20 Sch.

Grades 7 - 8 - 9 All
Jr. Highs

49 Sch.

400-599

10 Sch.

600-799

10 Sch.

800 plus

9 Sch.

Total

29 Sch..

# % # %

For grade 7 only 9 45 8 5 6 19 66 28 57

For entire Jr. High 5 25 3 3 2 8 28 13 26

For grades 7-12 5 0 0 0 0 0 1 2

All educational planning
delayed until Jr. High
school 4 20 2 2 0 4 14 8 16
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Summar of Guidance Practices Which Help Sixth Grade Pupils

Prepare for Junior High School -- Only six percent of the 49 junior

high schools which responded to the check list report that no attempt

is made to orient sixth grade students prior to their actual entry into

the seventh grade. The most widespread methods of carrying the juni-

or high message to sixth grade students are through visits by junior

high staff members to the elementary schools, preparation of written

descriptive material which is given to sixth graders, and through con-

ducting a "sixth grade visitation day" at the junior high school.

All of Oregon's junior high schools receive some information

about their incoming seventh grade class from the elementary schools.

Cumulative records almost invariably accompany the incoming stu-

dents. In almost all districts too, sixth grade teachers are asked to

prepare special ratings for their pupils which can be used by the junior

high school for better placement.

Although there is wide variety in the reliability of the data in

cumulative records, basic kinds of information contained in these rec-

ords tends to be uniform throughout the state. Information about phy-

sical and medical status, school grades, and recent achievement test

data are categories which are almost always included. Information

items about home and family background, personal and social develop-

ment, and intelligence test data are included in over two-thirds of the
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districts.

Only eight junior high schools report that their feeder schools do

nothing toward helping sixth graders with educational planning. Of the

41 schools reporting some sixth grade educational planning, 28 report

planning through grade seven only. The remainder report planning

through grade eight, nine, or twelve.

Guidance Practices Which Hel. Pu.ils Make a Continuous Ad-

justment -- The task of converting an elementary student to a well-ad-

justed secondary school student cannot be accomplished during the last

few short months of the sixth grade. It is a continuous process that

must be carried on throughout the junior high school years. The re-

mainder of the check list, as represented by Tables 9 through 16,

shows practices through which the junior high school carries on con-

tinuous programs aimed at helping the student develop to the point

where he can enter senior high as a well-adjusted student.

Table 9-A shows the methods used in junior high schools of ori-

enting seventh grade students to their new school. All but two of the

schools surveyed reported some practices aimed at helping the new

seventh grade student become adjusted to junior high school. Eighty-

one percent of the schools report special orientation discussions in

home rooms. Sixty-three percent report individual conferences be-

tween the new student and the home room teacher or counselor.
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Table 9. Orientation of New Seventh Grade Students and Parents.

Grades Grades 7 - 8 - 9 All
7-8 400-599 600-799 800 plus Total Jr. Highs
Only
20 Sch. 10 Sch. 10 Sch. 9 Sch. 29 Sch 49 Sch.

A. Methods of Orientating Seventh Graders to Junior High School

No practices

7th graders come early
for orientation activities

Special orientation discussions
in home rooms or other
classes

Homeroom teacher or coun-
sellor has conference with
students

Each pupil is assigned
a big brother or sister

Assemblies are held

0 0 1

5 25 1

19 95 8

17 85 4

3 15 0

12 60 5

1

2

7

5

0

4

B . Methods of Orienting Seventh Grade Parents with Junior High Schools

No practices 0 0 1 0

Meetings with parents 13 65 5

Written descriptions sent 13 65 6 6

Information printed in
newspapers 6 30 5 4

Parents visit junior
high school 16 80 f 9 8

% # %

0 2 7 2 4

2 5 17 10 20

7 22 76 41 81

5 14 48 31 63

1 1 3 4 8

3 12 42 24 48

0 1 3 1 2

5 17 58 30 61

8 20 69 33 67

2 11 38 17 34

5 22 76 38 77
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Assemblies are held in 48 percent of the schools aimed at helping ac-

quaint the new student with his school.

As shown in Table 9-B, all but one of the junior high schools of

Oregon conduct some type of a program aimed at acquainting the par-

ents of new seventh graders with the junior high program. Most com-

mon is a "visitation day" or "parent's night" during which parents tour

the building and meet the teachers. Seventy-seven percent of the

schools report such a meeting. Sixty-seven percent of the schools re-

port that written descriptions of the junior high program are given

seventh grade parents, and 61 percent report that special meetings are

held for seventh grade parents.

Eighty percent of the schools report, as indicated in Table 10-A,

that some special attempt is made to involve seventh grade students in

the activities of the school as rapidly as possible. The items in this

check list section were based on the assumption that the fastest way to

do this is to set up separate activities for seventh graders, since in

combined seventh, eighth, ninth-grade activities the new seventh grade

student is likely to be too timid to take much part. Sixty-nine percent

of the schools report separate athletic activities for seventh graders.

Forty percent of the schools report separate social activities for sev-

enth grade students.

Table 10-B shows that all junior high schools responding to the
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check list make some attempt to give leadership responsibilities to

seventh grade students. Eighty-nine percent of the schools elect sev-

enth grade students to positions on the student council. In 81 percent

of the schools new students are given leadership responsibilities by

being permitted to serve as home room officers. The table shows

that in 53 percent of the schools opportunities are available for sev-

enth grade students to help organize assemblies and social activities.

Some planning for the social integration of new seventh grade

students into school life is done in 92 percent of the schools surveyed.

Table 10-C shows that 85 percent of the schools have social activities

encompassing all of the grades enrolled. In 61 percent of the schools,

club memberships are opened to all grades, and 51 percent of the

schools encourage seventh grade students to participate in school

assemblies.

Comments in the "other" category on the returned check list

from a number of the smaller schools indicated a feeling that no spe-

cial practices were necessary because the new seventh graders were

already assimilated before they entered the junior high school.

Table 11-A shows the methods used by the responding junior high

schools to accumulate information about seventh grade students. Over

90 percent of the principals report that academic grades, results of

standardized tests and health records are kept by their schools.
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Table 10. Helping Seventh Graders Adjust to Junior High School

Grades
7-8
Only
20 Sch.

Grades 7 - 8 9 All
Jr. Highs

49 Sch.

400-.599

10 Sch.

600-799

10 Sch.

800 plus

9 Sch.

Total

29 Sch

# # # %

A. Methods of Working New Seventh Graders into Junior High Activities

No practice 4 20 2 2 2

Separate assemblies for
7th graders 2 10 0 3 3

Separate social activities
for 7th graders 5 25 6 3 6

Separate athletic activities
for 7th graders 14 70 9 5 5

6 21

6 21

15 51

19 66

B. Methods of Giving Seventh Graders Leadership Responsibilities in Junior High School

No practice 0 0 0 0 0

Elect homeroom officers 18 90 9 7 7

Elect representatives to
student council 9 45 8 6 5

Present opportunities for
student organized assemblies
and social activities 9 45 8 6 5

0 0

23 79

17 58

17 58

C. Methods of Helping Seventh Graders Get Acquainted with Pupils in Upper Grades

No practice

Encourage 7th graders to
participate in all-school
asse mb lie s

Plan social activities for
all grades

1 5

12 60

19 95

1

7

9

1

5

7

1

3

8

3 10

15 51

24 82

10 20

8 16

20 40

34 69

41 81

26 53

26 53

4 8

27 55

43 85
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Seventy-nine percent of the schools save and file copies of communi-

cations with parents. Case studies are kept in the cumulative record

folders of children in 61 percent of the schools, and records of inter-

views with parents are added to the file of information in 59 percent of

the responding schools. Special interests and abilities of the students

are recorded on cumulative record cards in 59 percent of the schools

and 57 percent of the principals responding report that teachers are

asked to keep anecdotal records. It is interesting to note that one of

the least frequently used devices of gathering information about stu-

dents is the autobiography. Only 40 percent of the principals indicate

that this type of a personal history record is kept in their schools.

Table 11-B summarizes the principals' answers to the question

of where cumulative records are kept in their buildings. This section

of the check list is based on the assumption by the writer that the use

made of cumulative records in helping the school help the pupil adjust

is affected to some extent by the ease with which teachers and coun-

selors have access to these records. Seventy-three percent of the re-

sponses indicate "principal's office" as the depository for these rec-

ords. The proportion here might have been different if some term to

designate the main office area other than "principal's office" had been

used. In many schools the term "principal's office" means the main

office suite of the school. In other schools it means the room in which
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Table 11. Getting and Recording Information About Seventh Graders

Grades Grades 7 - 8 9 All
7-8 400-599 600-799 800 plus Total Jr. Highs
Only
20 Sch. 10 Sch. 10 Sch. 9 Sch. 29 Sch ' 49 Sch.

# #

A. Methods of Accumulating Information about Seventh Graders

Anecdotal records kept
by teachers

Special interests and
abilities recorded on
cumulative record

Autobiography is prepared
and filed

Honors. prizes. special
recognitions entered in
cumulative folder

School grades and results
of standardized tests are
re corde d

Health records are kept
up-to-date

Records of interviews
with parents are kept

Records of home visits
are kept

Case studies are kept

Copies of communications
with the home are kept

11 55

13 65

7 35

7 35

20 100

20 100

11 55

7 35

13 65

20 100

B. Area in Which Cumulative Records Are Kept

In home room 6 30

In principal's office 15 75

In office of counselor 5 25

Divided and kept in area
of need 1 5

8 4 I 5 17 58 28 57

7 5 4 16 55 29 59

5 5 3 13 45 20 40

5 5 4 14 48 21 42

10 9 7 26 89 46 91

10 9 8 27 93 47 93

6 7 5 18 62 29 59

4 4 5 13 45 20 40

7 5 5 17 58 30 61

6 7 6 19 66 39 79

0 1 1 2 7 8 16

10 4 7 21 72 36 73

2 3 2 7 24 12 24

1 3 4 8 28 9 18
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the principal has his desk. A number of the responding principals in-

dicate that, wherever they are kept, special efforts are made to see

that they are readily accessible to teachers.

Table 12 shows the types of professional consultative services

available in Oregon junior high schools for dealing with special student

adjustment problems that are beyond the competence of regular school

district employees. Except for the school nurse, who is available in

83 percent of the schools, the other professionals listed are not readily

accessible to the principals, guidance workers, or teachers in most of

the junior high schools in Oregon. Contrary to a popular assumption,

the size of the junior high school is apparently not a factor in deter-

mining whether these specialized services are available.

Counseling is another guidance service which modern schools of-

fer as a major force in helping students adjust to new situations.

Counseling services in Oregon junior high schools are summarized in

Table 13. These services are available in 86 percent of the schools

surveyed. There seems to be a relationship between the size of the

school and the availability of counseling services since 5 of 20 respond-

ing principals, whose schools are in the seventh - eighth grade cate-

gory, checked "no counseling service", whereas principals of only 2 of

29 schools in the seventh -eighth -ninth grade category responded sim-

ilarly. Fifty-eight percent of the three-year junior high schools offer
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at least one counseling hour for each one hundred students.

Table 12. Types of Professional Consultative Services Available for Special Problems

Grades
7-8
Only
20 Sch.

Grades 7 8 - 9 All
Jr. Highs

49 Sch.

400-599

10 Sch. i

600-799

10 Sch.

800 plus

, 9 Sch.

Total

p 29 Sch.

# % # # # # % # %

Physician 7 35 2 5 2 9 31 16 32

Psychiatrist 6 30 0 4 2 6 21 12 24

Clinical Psychologist 2 10 1 4 5 10 34 12 24

Nurse 18 90 8 8 8 24 82 42 83

Social Worker 5 25 5 4 3 12 42 17 34

Guidance clinic 8 40 1 2 6 9 31 17 34

Reading clinic 7 35 3 4 3 10 34 17 34

The amount of time assigned to counseling is only one indication

of the importance this service assumes in a school. Another equally

important indication can be found in the duties given counselors during

their assigned counseling time. Table 13-B reports counselors' duties

in Oregon junior high schools. Interviewing students and talking to

parents about student problems are the most frequently mentioned du-

ties of counselors during assigned counseling time. In many schools,

registering new students, and giving, scoring, and recording standard-

ized tests are also listed as important duties. A frequent addition
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Table 13. Counselor Load and Duties

Grades
7-8
Only
20 Sch.

Grades 7 - 8 - 9

400-599

10 Sch.

600-799

10 Sch.

800 plus

9 Sch.

Total

29 Sch.

All
Jr. Highs

49 Sch.

A . Counselor - Pupil Ratio

No counseling service

Less than 50 students to
one daily counseling hr.

50-99 students to one
daily counseling hour

# % 0/0

5 25

2 10

1

1

6 30 I 6

100 students or more
to one daily counseling
hour 7 35 2

B. Counselors Duties During Assigned Counseling Time

Talking to parents about
student's problems

Interviewing students

Keeping cumulative records
up-to-date

Registering new students

Giving, scoring, recording
standardized tests

Teaching orientation units
or occupation units in
regular classes

14 70 I 8

16 80 I 10

6 30 I 3

3 15 I 6

5 25 I 6

3 15 I 2

1

1

6

1

9

9

1

4

4

3

0

1

2

4

2 7

3 10

14 48

7 24

7 14

5 10

20 40

14 28

7 24 82 38 77

8 27 93 48 95

3 7 28 13 26

4 14 48 17 34

1 11 38 16 32

0 5 17 8 16
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under "other" is "interpreting standardized tests". It is possible that

many of the schools checking, "giving, scoring, recording standard-

ized tests" actually mean "supervising" or "organizing" the giving,

scoring, and recording of standardized tests.

Table 14. Methods of Providing Senior High with Information about Graduating Class

Send cumulative records

Send special information on
atypical student

Arrange meetings of junior
high and senior high
counselors

Arrange for interviews be-
tween senior high counselors
and 9th grade students

Grades 7 - 8 - 9 All
Jr. Highs

49 Sch.

20 100 10 9 8 27 93 47 93

19 95 8 7 8 23 79 42 83

9 45 6 6 6 18 62 27 55

10 50 3 6 7 16 55 26 53

Table 14 shows ways junior high schools send information about

ninth grade students to the senior high school. The most prevalent

practice used in transmitting information to the senior high school on

students being promoted from junior high school is through the cumula-

tive records that are passed along with the students. Ninety-three per-

cent of the principals indicated that these records are transferred. In

83 percent of the schools special information onthe atypical student is
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gathered and sent along to the senior high school. Fifty-five percent

of the schools arrange meetings between the counselors of the junior

high school and senior high school and 53 percent arrange interviews

between senior high school counselors and ninth grade students.

As shown in Table 15-A, responses from junior high school

principals indicate a wide variation in activities carried on in Oregon

schools to provide students with vocational information and guidance.

Only one school teaches a regular course in occupations, and only two

conduct a career day. Both of these activities have been popular in the

past. A few of the smaller schools take students on excursions to in-

dustries and businesses. Occupational files are kept in the libraries

of 59 percent of the reporting schools. Forty-four percent of the

schools provide a unit on occupations in a subject-matter class, and in

the same percentage of junior high schools a special effort is made to

encourage teachers to relate occupations to their field of teaching.

Table 15-B summarizes the methods used in junior high schools

for informing students who are about to be promoted to senior high

school about the program and procedures there. Table 15-B reveals

that the most common way of bringing information about the senior

high school to these students is through visits from senior high school

administrators and faculty. In 81 percent of the schools reporting,

representatives of the high school administration or faculty are invited
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Table 15. Helping Ninth Grade Students Prepare for High School

Grades Grades 7 - 8 - 9 All
7-8 400-599 600-799 800 plus Total. Jr. Highs
Only
20 Sch. 10 Sch. 10 Sch. 0 9 Sch. 29 Sch 49 Sch.

ex,

A. Methods of Providing Students with Vocational Information and Guidance

A course in "occupations" is
taught

A unit in occupations is
taught in a subject-matter
class

A career day is held

Excursions are taken to
industries and businesses

An occupational file is
maintained in the library

Teachers are encouraged to
relate occupations to
their field of teaching

0 0 1 0 1 3 1 1 2

5 25 7 6 5 17 58 22 44

0 0 2 0 0 2 7 2 4

5 25 3 1 0 4 14 9 18

10 50 7 I 6 6 19 66 29 59

11 55 5 I 4 2 11 38 6 22 44

B. Methods of Informing Graduating Class about Program of the Senior High School

Senior high administrators
or faculty talk to class

Senior high students talk
to class

Written materials given
to class

A visitation day at the
senior high school

19 95 6 8 7 21 72 40 81

6 30 0 2 2 4 14 10 20

11 55 4 6 5 15 51 26 53

9 45 4 4 1 9 31 18 36
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to make talks and answer questions. Fifty-three percent of the junior

high schools surveyed provide written material describing the high

school program to students. Visitation days at the senior high school

are reported by the principals of 36 percent of the surveyed schools,

and ten percent report that high school students are invited to give

talks to junior high school students.

In several of the reports summarized in Chapter II, thorough ed-

ucational planning for the senior high school years is listed as one of

the effective ways of preparing junior high school students for their

step into the tenth grade. Table 16 reports the amounts of educational

planning for senior high school done in junior high schools in Oregon.

Table 16. Amount of Educational Planning Done by Graduating Class

Grades Grades 7 - 8 - 9 All
7-8 400-599 600-799 800 plus Total Jr. Highs
Only
20 Sch. 10 Sch. 10 Sch. 9 Sch. 29 Sch 49 Sch.

# % #

For next year only 5 25 1 0 1 2 7 7 14

For all senior high grades 17 85 9 9 6 24 82 41 83

None done until student
is in senior high school 5 0 0 0 0 0 1 2

Educational planning for all senior high school grades is accepted

practice in 83 percent of the junior high schools surveyed. According

to the survey, only one school reported that the students did no formal
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educational planning for senior high school while still in junior high

school. In 14 percent of the schools this planning is done for the first

year of senior high school only.

Summary of Guidance Practices That Help Pupils Make a Contin-

uous Adjustment -- Soon after a student enters junior high school

nearly all schools make some attempt to help him adjust more rapidly

to his new situation. Special orientation discussions in "home rooms"

(or other classes) is the most commonly reported practice, and 63

percent of the schools report that, in addition, individual counseling

sessions are scheduled during which the student may talk privately

with a counselor. Along with this orientation program carried on in

the school for new seventh graders, junior high school authorities re-

alize that much can be done at home to help students adjust satisfacto-

rily in school if parents are acquainted with the policies and proce-

dures of the school. The three most popular practices aimed at par-

ent orientation are:

a. Invitations to parents to visit the junior high school.

b. Written descriptions of the school's policies and program

sent home to the parents.

c. Meetings with parents for the purpose of discussing the junior

high program. Since many principals checked both of the following

items: "meetings are held to discuss the junior high school program"
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and "parents are invited to visit the junior high school", it can be

assumed that these "meetings"and "visits" describe the same activity.

All junior high schools carry on some practices to help students

adjust socially to the new school situation and to feel that they are a

"part" of the school. A majority of the schools report separate ath-

letic activities for seventh graders. In other activity areas -- such as

social activities and assemblies -- less than half of the schools indi-

cate that seventh graders are handled separately. The practice of

electing home-room officers in the seventh grade and of admitting sev-

enth grade room representatives to student council is almost universal

in Oregon junior high schools. To help seventh grade youngsters be-

come better acquainted with students in the upper grades, most junior

high schools organize some social activities that include students of

all grades. A bare majority of the schools indicated that club mem-

berships are opened to all grades and that all-school assemblies are

organized in which seventh grade students are encouraged to partici-

pate. A number of smaller schools indicate a feeling that special ac-

tivities for this purpose are not necessary because of the size of the

school.

To provide background information so that teachers and coun-

s elors can more effectively help students with adjustment problems,

all junior high schools keep some type of a cumulative record.
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Although the contents of these records vary from school to school,

certain items -- such as health records, school grades, results of

standardized tests and communications with the home -- are kept in

almost all schools. Since the use of these records depends to a large

degree on the availability of them, an attempt was made to determine

where the records are kept. Most schools report that they are kept in

the principal's office. The check list did not definer however, the

term "principal's office" and it is therefore not clear if these records

are kept in the room in which the principal has his desk , or simply in

the main office suite.

The amount of help which schools can give students with their

problems depends also to a degree on the amount of specialized pro-

fessional help available. Except for the school nurse provided in al-

most all the schools -- other types of professional consultation ser-

vices are not generally available in Oregon schools. People designated

as "counselors" and given counseling time are employed in all but 7 of

the schools surveyed. The most typical time allotment for these coun-

selors is one daily hour of time to each 50 to 100 students. Although

duties during this assigned time vary, talking to students and their

parents are the duties listed by most of the schools.

Tables 14 through 16 show practices through which students are

helped to "bridge the gap" between junior high and senior high school.
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Table 14 shows that besides sending cumulative folders to the senior

high schools, most junior high schools also send special information

on atypical students; arrange meetings between junior high and senior

high counselors, and arrange for interviews between senior high

counselors and junior high students. Table 15-A shows methods by

which vocational information and guidance is given to students who

are about to enter senior high school. Very little agreement seems

to exist on how this is to be done. Most of the larger schools main-

tain files of vocational information in the library and teach a unit on

vocations in some subject-matter classes.

The most common methods of informing junior high students

about the program at the senior high school are talks by senior high

personnel and the distribution of written descriptive material to the

students.

As a part of the high school orientation program, most of the

junior high schools help their students plan their high school program

through the senior year.

Chapter IV describes the construction and distribution of a

check list by means of which a jury of experts can evaluate the guid-

ance practices described in Chapter III in terms of their contribution

to articulation. Summaries of the results of this check list also ap-

pear in Chapter IV.
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CHAPTER IV

STUDY OF ARTICULATORY VALUE OF CERTAIN
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PUPIL PERSONNEL PRACTICES

As explained in Chapter I, the second step in the study was to

evaluate pupil personnel practices used in Oregon junior high schools

in terms of their contribution to a speedier and more efficient adjust-

ment of students to changing school situations between the sixth and

tenth grades. Chapter IV presents a description of the check list

method chosen to evaluate these practices. It also presents a sum-

mary of the results of this evaluation made by a jury composed of

workers in the junior high school pupil personnel field.

Development of the Second Check List

General Procedure -- In the first step in the study, present pupil

personnel practices used in Oregon junior high schools were identified.

These practices were then submitted to a jury to determine to what de-

gree they actually could aid the junior high school perform its articu-

latory function. The procedure for evaluating these practices was,

briefly, as follows:

1. A second check list was constructed, which included the most

commonly used pupil personnel practices as developed through
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Step I. This check list was so organized that the respondents

could give their estimate of the value of these practices from

the point of view of articulation.

2. This check list was submitted to a jury. The jury was com-

posed of 285 members of the American Personnel and Guid-

ance Association.

3. The ratings of the jurors were tabulated as a basis for judging

the articulatory effectiveness of the practices.

Construction of the Check List -- The data derived through pro-

cedures used in Step I showed the frequency with which certain pupil

personnel practices are being used in Oregon junior high schools. The

instrument used in Step I of the study also gave an opportunity for the

listing of other practices and for the qualification of practices listed.

For the most part, the items listed in the second check list were

those which were reported most frequently by Oregon junior high

school principals. One group of practices was included, however,

which appeared in earlier rough drafts of the first check list but did not

appear in the finished draft that was sent out to junior high school prin-

cipals. These practices centered around the development of a district-

wide statement of educational philosophy.

The practices assembled through Step I were grouped under a

number of assumptions from which they seemed to be derived. The
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assumptions were developed after a careful study of the articulation

practices identified in Step I.

The second check list was so constructed that each assumption

and practice could be rated as "essential", "desirable", or "not desir-

able".

Selection of the Jury -- To evaluate these assumptions and prac-

tices, a list was made of all the members of the American Personnel

and Guidance Association whose titles or addresses indicated that they

were connected in some way with a junior high school. In this manner,

285 individuals were selected for the jury. A check list, together with

a cover letter and a self-addressed envelope, was sent to each mem-

ber of the jury. Of the 285 check lists mailed, 171 completed check

lists and 15 unopened envelopes marked "address unknown" were re-

turned. Of the 171 completed check lists, 41 were not tabulated be-

caus e they were incorrectly marked, leaving a total of 130 check lists

which were used in the final tabulation.

Geographic Distribution of Check List Returns -- Table 17 shows

that the check list returns followed quite closely the population dis-

tribution of the United States. The geographic divisions used are those

employed by Goode's World Atlas (10, p. 72 - 85). Fifty percent of the

returns come from the states in the northeastern part of the United
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States. These same states contain 41 percent of the nation's popula-

tion. In the other 5 areas listed in the table, the widest variation be-

tween "percentage of population in the area" and "percentage of usable

returns" is in the southeastern part of the United States. This area

shows a usable return percentage of ten and a population percentage of

18.

Table 17. Geographic Distribution of Usable Checklist Returns

Area % of Usable
Returns

% of U. S. Popu-
lation in Area

Northwest:
Washington, Montana, Idaho
Wyoming, Alaska, Oregon 5 3

Southwest:
California, Ne\-ada, Utah
Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico 8 11

North Interior:
North Dakota, South Dakota
Nebraska, Minnesota, Iowa,
Wisconsin, Illinois 13 13

Central Southern Interior:
Kansas, Texas, Oklahoma,
Missouri, Arkansas 13 13

South - East:
Alabama, Georgia, Florida,
S. Carolina, N. Carolina,
Mississippi, Tennessee, Ken-
tucky, Virginia, Louisiana 10 18

North - East
Michigan, Indiana, Ohio,
West Virginia, Pennsylvania,
New York, Maryland, Delaware,
New England States 50 41
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Summary of Jury Responses to the
Second Check List

Method of Presentation -- Each jury member was asked to indi-

cate his opinion of the articulatory value of the assumption or practice

by a check in one of the columns headed as follows:

E - An essential assumtion (or practice) if the junior high school

is to effectively perform its articulatory function.

D - A desirable but not essential assumption (or practice) for ef-

fective articulation.

ND - Not a desirable assumption (or practice) for effective articu-

lation.

In presenting the data, the form of the check list is used. For

every item in the check list an entry is made in each of the columns in-

dicated above showing in percentage terms the evaluations of jury mem-

bers. Since all 130 jurors did not respond to each item, a fourth "no

reply" column is added indicating the percentage of the 130 check lists

on which there was no response on the various check list items. The

results of the check list are tabulated in five sections. The sections

into which the check list is divided for the purpose of presentation are:

1. Assumptions and practices relative to the philosophy of the
school system.
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2. Assumptions and practices relative to the guidance program
of the school system.

3. Assumptions and practices relative to the preparation of sixth
grade pupils for junior high school.

4. Assumptions and practices relative to the initial adjustment
of seventh grade students in junior high school.

5. Assumptions and practices relative to student adjustment dur-
ing the junior high school years.

6. Assumptions and practices relative to the preparation of ninth
graders for senior high school.

The Check List Data -- All jurors agree that articulation would

be aided by a statement of educational philosophy defining the objec-

tives of all of the schools in the system. Although there is some dis-

agreement as to how this statement should be formulated, most of the

jurors indicate that a committee composed of teachers, administrators

and lay persons should be organized for this purpose. (See Table 18. )

All jurors agree also that articulation would be improved if dis-

trict personnel are kept aware of the educational philosophy of the

school system . A large majority agree that ail three of the practices

listed would be desirable. Listed below are the three practices in or-

der of the jury's preference:

1. A copy of the district philosophy placed in the hands of each
teacher.

2. Individual discussion of district philosophy with new teachers.
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3. Yearly discussion of district philosophy in faculty meetings.
(See Table 18.)

All of the members of the jury agree that there should be system-

wide coordination in the guidance system if articulation is to be ac-

complished. There is general agreement that a system-wide Director

of Guidance or a committee composed of teachers and counselors from

each level would be the best ways to accomplish this purpose. There

is strong feeling on the part of many members of the jury that the su-

perintendent should not be the coordinator and there is some indica-

tion of doubt as to the value of coordination through principals' meet-

ings. (See Table 19. )

All of the members of the jury agree that teachers and adminis-

trators at each level should be kept abreast of the policies and proce-

dures in force at the other levels of the system if articulation is to be

effective. Combined faculty or departmental meetings and the distri-

bution of the program of studies for each level are the first two choices

of the jury for accomplishing this objective. The jury shows less en-

thusiasm over the value of talks given by representatives of the differ-

ent levels, and some evidence of genuine doubt as to the value of tours

of the various school plants. (See Table 19. )

All of the assumptions relative to the preparation of sixth grade

youngsters for junior high school are approved by the jury. Thirteen

percent of the jury, however, mark the "not desirable" column for the
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Table 18. Percentages of Jury Members Indicating Their Evaluation of the Articulatory Value of.
Certain Assumptions and Practices Relative to the Philosophy of the School System

ASSUMPTION: Each school system should have a statement of educa-

tional philosophy which defines the objectives of all of the schools in

the system.

Practices: This statement is formulated by:
a. The Board of Education
b. Faculty representatives from each of the schools
c. A representative committee composed of teachers.

administrators and lay persons

ASSUMPTION: All district personnel should be kept aware of the

educational philosophy of the school system so that it may be an

important guide to their activities.

Practices: Staff members are kept aware of the district
philosophy by means of:
a. A copy placed in the hands of each teacher
b. Yearly discussions in faculty meetings
c. Individual discussions with new members

Percent of 130 returns
No

E D ND ;Replyi

89 11

20 20
20 41

57 37

80

61

46

58

12

27
42

32

0 0

42 , 18

231 16

4

0

9

4
4

2

0

3

8

6
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Table 19. Percentages of Jury Members Indicating Their Evaluation of the Articulatory Value of
Certain Assumptions and Practices Relative to the Guidance Program of the School
System

ASSUMPTION: The guidance program in each of the schools in the
system should be coordinated with the guidance program in all

Percent of 130 returns
No

E D ND Reply
schools of the system. 86 12 0 2

Practices: This coordination is accomplished through:

a. A system-wide Director of Guidance 63 27 1 9

b. Principal's meetings 12 54 16 18

c. A committee of teachers and counselors from each level 34 42 8 16

d. The Superintendent of Schools 15 38 31 16

ASSUMPTION: Teachers and administrators at each level in a
school system should be kept abreast of the policies and
procedures in force at the other levels of the system 76 13 11

Practices: This exchange of information is accomplished
through:

a. Scheduled tours of the various school plants
b. Written descriptions of the program on each

level given to each teacher

12

23

52

53

23

13

13

11

c. Talks given by representatives of the different levels 15 62 7 16

d. Combined faculty or departmental meetings are held 49 34 6 11



Table 20. Percentages of Jury Members Indicating Their Evaluationof the Articulatory Value of
Certain Assumptions and Practices Relative to the Preparation of Sixth Graders for
Junior High School.

ASSUMPTION: An orientation program should be carried on
with sixth graders to help prepare them for entry into junior
high school

Practices: This program consists of:
a. The distribution and discussion of junior high school handbooks
b. Visits to sixth grade classes by members of the junior high

staff
c. Visitation day for sixth graders at the junior high

ASSUMPTION: Sixth grade pupils should do some tentative planning
of educational programs and vocational objectives

Practices: This planning is accomplished by:
a. Educational planning for grade 7 only
b. Educational planning through the junior high school
c. Educational planning through senior high school
d. Sketching an educational program which will enable them

to reach a specified vocational goal

ASSUMPTION: All significant information on students gathered by the
elementary school should be passed on to the junior high school when
the student enters.

Practices: This information is passed on through:
a. Transfer of cumulative records
b. Special ratings and anecdotal reports by elementary

school teachers
c. Discussions between 6th and 7th grade teachers
d. Interviews by junior high counselors with students and

parents

ASSUMPTION: The cumulative record passed on by the elementary
school should contain a complete history of the pupil's academic,
social, and physical progress during his elementary school years.

Practices: These records contain:
a. Scores of all standardized achievement and intelligence

tests taken
b. Reading readiness data from first grade
c. All academic grades earned
d. Information on home and family backgrounds
e. Recent (within the year) standardized achievement test data
f. Recent (within the year) intelligence test data
g. Relevant correspondence with parents

77

Percent of 130 returns
No

ND Reply.E D
84 8

45 40

0 -8

3 12

60 31 8

47 39 2 12

31 f 38 13 18

25 25 25
20 35 23

12 19 38

13 24 32

86 I 6 0

86

55

31

33

0

30 1

42 14

50 8

25
22

27

31

8

8

14

13

9

85 11 0 4

86 9 0 5

45 30 8 17

72 8 3 17

74 14 1 11

80 11 0 9

72 20 1 7

46 41 3 10
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assumption that sixth grade pupils should do some tentative planning of

educational and vocational objectives. The combined "essential" and

"desirable" votes on this assumption total 69 percent -- the lowest in

this section. (See Table 20.)

In the category of orientation programs for sixth graders, top

rating is given the practice of visits to sixth grade classes by mem-

bers of the junior high staff. Of second and almost equal articulatory

value according to the evaluation of the judges, are the practices of a

visitation day for sixth graders at the junior high school and the distri-

bution and discussion of junior high handbooks. (See Table 20. )

All of the practices in the area of educational and vocational

planning in the sixth grade receive a relatively light positive vote --

indicating some doubt in the minds of members of the jury of the ar-

ticulatory value of these practices. Approximately 50 percent of the

evaluators feel that it is desirable to do educational planning of some

kind preparatory to going on to junior high school but there is a strong

feeling against the value of extending this planning through the senior

high school. The evaluations by the jury also indicate great doubt as to

the articulation value of vocational planning in the sixth grade. ( See

Table 20. )

The jury indicates general agreement with all of the practices

aimed at passing information from the elementary to the junior high
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school. Listed in order of preference, these practices are:

1. Transfer of cumulative records.

2. Special ratings and anecdotal reports by elementary school
teachers.

3. Interviews by junior high counselors with students and par-
ents.

4. Discussions between sixth and seventh grade teachers.

All of the practices aimed at making the cumulative record an all

inclusive record of the pupil's academic, social, and physical progress

are given approval by the jury. In the case of all but two of the prac-

tices, a large majority of the members of the jury mark them "essen-

tial". The two practices about which the jury seems to have some res-

ervations are (1) the inclusion of reading readiness data from the first

grade, and (2) the inclusion of relevant correspondence with the par-

ents. (See Table 20. )

All of the assumptions relative to helping the new seventh graders

adjust to the junior high school are deemed essential, from an articu-

latory point of view, by a majority of the responding judges. The least

amount of support is shown for the assumption that steps should be ta-

ken to help seventh graders become acquainted with students in other

grades. (See Table 21.)

Of the orientation practices designed to help seventh graders ad-

just to the junior high school, the greatest amount of enthusiasm is
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Table 21. Percentages of Jury Members Indicating Their Evaluation of the Articulatory Value of
Certain Assumptions and Practices Relative to the Initial Adjustment of Seventh Graders
in the Junior High School.

Percent of 130 returns ;

ASSUMPTION: An orientation program is carried on with 7th graders
to help them adjust to the junior high school.

Practices: This orientation program consists of:

E ND

78 11 0

a. An "open house" at the junior high school for 7th graders
b. A planned program of orientation discussions in 7th grade

classrooms
c. A "Big Brother or Sister" program in which older students act

as advisors for new seventh graders

35

64

10

47

20

51

6

1

15

d. Individual interviews by the counselors with each 7th grader 40 38 11

ASSUMPTION: An orientation program should be carried on with the
parents of 7th graders to help them become acquainted with the purposes
and policies of the junior high school. 64 30 1

Practices: This orientation program consists of:
a. Group meetings at which purposes and procedures are discussed
b. "Parents Handbooks" and other printed information sent home

to parents

53

32

30

53

5

4

c. Informative articles in newspapers 24 56 8

d. Parent visitations at the junior high school 38 44 8

ASSUMPTION: Steps should be taken early in the school year to help
7th graders develop a sense of participation in junior high school
activities . 73 18 1

Practices: This sense of participation is developed through:
a. Separate assemblies and social activities for 7th graders 34 37 20

b. Separate athletic activities for 7th graders
c. 7th graders are encouraged to participate in combined grade

level assemblies, social and athletic activities

27

51

37

33

23

8

ASSUMPTION: Steps should be taken early in the school year to give
7th graders leadership responsibilities in the school. 65 25 1

Practices: Leadership responsibilities are given to 7th graders by:
a. Permitting them to elect homeroom officers 65 25 2

b. Permitting them to elect student council representatives 71 19 1

c. Encouraging them to accept a share in school activities 69 22 1

ASSUMPTION: Steps should be taken to help 7th graders become
acquainted with students in other grades. 47 43 2

Practices: This is done through:
a. Encouraging 7th grade participation in assemblies 50 39 3

b. Club memberships are opened to all grades
c. Social activities are planned that interest and involve

all grades

31

32

42

39

12

8

No I

Reply
11

12

15

24
11

I 5

I 12

11

12

10

I 8

I 8

I 13

I 9

1 9

I 8

9

I 8

I 8

I 8

I 15

121
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shown for a planned program of orientation discussion in seventh grade

classrooms. An "open house" for seventh graders and individual inter-

views by the counselors also receive a great deal of support. Very

little active interest is shown in a "big brother or big sister" pro-

gram. (See Table 21. )

The most popular of the practices designed to help parents of

seventh graders become acquainted with the purposes and policies of

the junior high school is that of holding group discussion meetings.

Parent visitation at the junior high is also given support as is the dis-

tribution of printed information through the media of newspapers and

parent's handbooks. (See Table 21. )

In the area of helping seventh graders develop a sense of partici-

pation in junior high school activities, there is a marked feeling on the

part of the jury that it is better to encourage participation by seventh

graders in combined grade level activities, rather than have separate

activities for seventh grade students. (See Table 21. )

All three of the practices designed to help seventh graders

assume leadership responsibilities are strongly supported by the jury.

Although interest in these three practices is almost identical, the elec-

tion of seventh grade members on the student council is favored by a

slightly larger majority than the other two. (See Table 21. )

As indicated above, the jury does not seem to feel that it is vital,
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from an articulatory point of view, to help seventh graders become

acquainted with students in other grades. Of the practices listed de-

signed to promote social intercourse between the grades, the largest

amount of interest is shown by the jury in the encouraging of seventh

graders to participate in all-school assemblies. (See Table 21. )

All of the assumptions pertaining to student adjustment during

the junior high school years are endorsed by the jury. The response

to the assumption that "blocking" of classes serves as a means of im-

proving articulation is less enthusiastic than the response to the other

assumptions. Only one-third of the jury feels that this is an essential

aid to student adjustment during the junior high school years. (See

Table 22. )

In regard to the types of counseling services that should be

available, the jury feels overwhelmingly that qualified full-time coun-

selors are essential. A majority also feels that some types of special

aids -- such as school nurse, psychologist, social worker and guid-

ance clinic -- are essential. Much doubt is shown, however, as to

the value of turning counseling responsibilities over to home room

teachers. (See Table 22.)

Table 22 also reveals that:

1. Except for an autobiography of each student, all of the means

suggested for up-dating cumulative records are deemed essential by a

majority of the judges.
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Table 22. Percentages of Jury Members Indicating Their Evaluation of the Articulatory Value of

Certain Assumptions and Practices Relative to Student Adjustment During the Junior
High School Years.

ASSUMPTION: Adequate counseling services should be available to
help students solve their educational and social problems

Practices: Counseling services are provided by:
a. Specially trained full-time counselors
b. Home room teachers with a reduced load for this activity
c. School nurse. psychologist. social worker. guidance clinic

Percent of 130 returns

E D ND

No

Reply

89

80

19

54

ASSUMPTION: The junior high school should continue to build and
up-date cumulative records on each student. 95

Practices: This file includes:
a. Anecdotal records by teachers and counselors 64

b. An autobiography prepared by each pupil 28

c. Honors, prizes, special recognition 58

d. Academic records 88

e. Annual standardized achievement test scores 80

f. At least one junior high intelligence test score 84

g. A record of parent interviews and communications 62

h. Health re cords 80

ASSUMPTION: Cumulative records should be easily accessible to all
staff members.

Practices: Cumulative records are made accessible by:
a. Keeping them in the counselor's office 46

b. Keeping them in the student's home room 2

c. Keeping them in the faculty work room or main office 21

d. Dividing and filing them according to the use made of the
different parts -- health records in the nurse's office, test
records in counselor's office, academic records in main office 19

ASSUMPTION: Some classes in junior high school should be "blocked, "
(two or more periods with the same teacher) in order to keep the same
class with the same teacher for more than one period

Practices: This "blocking" should be done in:
a. Grade 7 only
b. Grades 7 and 8
c. All three junior high grades

ASSUMPTION: If ability grouping is done in the junior high school,
there must be close cooperation with elementary and senior high schools
both in the development of the method and in the actual grouping of
the students.

Practices: Grouping is accomplished through:
a. A system-wide planning and coordination
b. A junior high plan that includes working with elementary

schools in grouping 7th graders
c. A junior high plan that includes passing on to the high

school the grouping records of all students

34

33

14

5

61

65

58

7

12

50
33

5

30

61

42

8

12

15

32

16

23

15

21

17

42

31

35

18

25

25

29

0

2

19

1

0

S

6

12

12

2 I 4

1 10

O 1 0
O 1 4

O I 8

O 1

O I 6

O 4

24 7

76 7

41 13

49 I 15

9 I 15

21 15

34 17

60 17

7 7

2 8

3 10
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2. The jury feels that the counselor's office is the best place to

keep cumulative records and that they sould not be kept in the student's

home room.

3. Although much doubt is expressed as to the articulatory value

of "blocking" classes, the jury feels that if it is done at all it is best

done only in the seventh grade.

4. In regard to ability grouping, there is strong feeling that

there should be system-wide planning and coordination and that there

should be close cooperation with the elementary schools in the group-

ing of seventh graders and with the senior high school in the grouping

of tenth graders.

A very large percentage of the jury feels that it is essential,

from the point of view of effective articulation, to send detailed infor-

mation to the senior high school on the academic, social, physical and

emotional development of ninth graders who are to be promoted. The

practices for accomplishing this which they support most strongly are

(1) the transferring of cumulative records and (2) meetings between

junior and senior high counselors. The sending of special information

on the atypical student is also deemed essential by a majority of the

jury members. The response is somewhat less enthusiastically in fa-

vor of interviews between senior high counselors and ninth grade stu-

dents. (See Table 23. )
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Table 23. Percentages of Jury Members Indicating Their Evaluation of the Articulatory Value
of Certain Assumptions and Practices Relative to the Preparation of Ninth Graders
for Senior High School

ASSUMPTION: Detailed information should be sent on to the
senior high school on graduating 9th graders relative to their
academic, social, physical and emotional development.

Practices: This is done through:

a. Cumulative record files transferred
b. Special information on the atypical student
c. Meetings between junior and senior high counselors
d. Interviews between senior high counselors and 9th grade

students

ASSUMPTION: The junior high school should help each student
develop an intelligent vocational aim and an educational plan
through which he can achieve that aim.

Practices: This is done through:

a. A course in "Occupation"
b. A unit on occupations in one of the subject matter classes
c. A career day
d. Excursions to businesses and industries
e. Each teacher is encouraged to relate occupations to his

teaching area

ASSUMPTION: Efforts should be made to help 9th graders become
acquainted with the activities and program of the high school

Practices: This is done through:

a. Representatives of the senior high staff visiting the
junior high and talking to the 9th graders

b. Senior high students visit the junior high to t21.1{ to ninth
graders

c. Senior high handbooks, courses of study and other
descriptive materials given to 9th graders

d. A "visitation day" is held on high school campus during
which time 9th grades can observe a typical school day

Percent of 130 returns

E D ND Reply
85 10 0 5

87 8 0 5

54 31 6 9

65 24 0 11

35 44 12 9

65 24 0 11

18 42 25 15

33 47 9 11

9 40 35 16

15 58 12 15

38 46 1 15

83 8 1 8

58 27 6 9

29 52 9 10

62 27 1 10

27 53 10 10
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In the area of helping students develop intelligent vocational

aims, considerable support is given to units on occupations in subject

matter classes, and/or the relating of occupations to teaching areas.

There seems to be a strong feeling that courses in "occupations" and

"career days" are of doubtful articulatory value. (See Table 23. )

There is almost complete agreement on the jury that it is essen-

tial to help ninth graders become acquainted with the activities and

program of the high school. The largest percentage of interest is

shown in talks by representatives of the senior high staff, and in the

distribution of descriptive material to ninth graders. A "visitation

day" at the high school and talks by the senior high students are re-

ceived with less enthusiasm. (See Table 23. )

In Chapter V a synthesis of the study is presented together with

a list of assumptions and practices judged by the jury to be the most

effective in helping make junior high schools bridges across which

youngsters may walk easily and happily from elementary to senior high

school.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY,ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Chapter V is organized into three sections: first is a summary

of the study and a review of the procedures used, second is an analysis

of the information received through the check list procedure described

in Chapter IV, and a list of suggested articulatory pupil personnel

assumptions and practices, and third are recommendations for junior

high school principals and counselors as to how the suggestions made

in the second section of Chapter V may be used by school authorities to

improve articulatory procedures in junior high schools in Oregon.

The Problem. The problem of this study, as described in Chap-

ter I, was that of identifying and evaluating pupil personnel practices

which help junior high schools provide a "bridge" between the elemen-

tary and senior high school grades. The investigation sought answers

to:

1. How extensively do junior high schools of Oregon employ pu-

pil personnel practices which contribute to articulation?

2. Which pupil personnel practices used in Oregon junior high

schools make the most important contributions in this area?

3. What are some pupil personnel practices which could be used

by junior high schools to implement and expedite the
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articulatory task of this unit?

Summary of Procedures

As suggested by the questions stated above, the solution to the

problem was concerned with three tasks. The first task was that of

determining present pupil personnel practices used in junio r

high schools in Oregon, which are designed to help students make an

easier and more efficient adjustment as they progress from elemen-

tary school, through junior high schooband into senior high school.

The literature was carefully surveyed and pupil personnel practices

were noted that seemed to be aimed at improved articulation. This

list of practices was refined, synthesized, and organized into a check

list containing a wide selection of possible practices. The list was then

sent to every junior high principal in Oregon. Each principal was asked

to check those practices used in his school and to add others that were

used but not listed in the check list. When the completed check lists

were returned to the writer, the results were tabulated and this tabu-

lation appears in Chapter III of this paper.

The second task was that of evaluating the articulatory worth of

the pupil personnel practices found to be used in Oregon junior high

schools. This was done by preparing an instrument by which members

of a jury could react to each of the practices by placing a check in one
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of three columns. The practices were grouped under 21 broad, gen-

eralized statements or assumptions, and jurors were asked to react

to these statements also. The three possible juror reactions were as

follows:

E - An essential assumption (or practice) if the junior high

school is to effectively perform its articulatory function.

D - A desirable but not essential assumption (or practice) for

effective articulation.

ND - Not a desirable assumption ( or practice) for effective ar-

ticulation.

This check list was sent to all of the members of the American Per-

sonnel and Guidance Association whose addresses or titles in the

Association's directory indicated a direct connection with a junior high

school. Upon receipt of the completed check lists, the results were

tabulated. A complete description of this second task, together with a

tabulation and discussion of jury responses as indicated through the

second check list study, appears in Chapter IV.

The third task was that of preparing a list of pupil personnel

assumptions and practices that were accepted by authorities in the

junior high school guidance field as important aids in helping junior high

schools perform their articulatory function. Since the procedures used

in accomplishing this third task, as well as the resulting list of
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accepted pupil personnel assumptions and practices, constitute the

heart of this study, they are discussed in detail in the section that fol-

lows entitled, "Analysis of Findings".

Analysis of Findings

Procedures -- The results of the check lists received from the

members of the jury were tabulated and placed in Chapter IV. As a

part of the tabulation procedure, percentages were derived from each

item showing the proportion of the jury responding in the "essential",

"desirable" and "not desirable" columns. To select from the entire

list of items submitted to the jury those items for which a consensus

could be claimed, it was necessary to establish a criterion sufficiently

high that there would be little doubt that in each case a consensus had

been secured. As indicated in Chapter I, the investigator has assumed

that in order for an assumption or practice to be included in this final

listing, the endorsement by the jury should be substantial. As a pure-

ly arbitrary gauge, therefore, only those assumptions and practices

receiving a 50 percent vote in the "essential" column, or a 75 percent

vote in the combined "essential" and "desirable" columns were in-

cluded.

Considering the strong endorsement given by the jury to the 20

broad statements, or assumptions, contained in the final listing, the
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investigator and members of his committee agreed that a more defini-

tive term should be used in referring to the assumptions. The term

"principle" was chosen and hereafter in the study this term shall be

used in place of the term "assumption".

Using the criteria listed in the paragraph above, the following

principles and practices receive overwhelming endorsement from the

jury. They comprise a set of pupil personnel principles together with

suggested practices for implementing them, each of which is currently

in use in one or more junior high school in Oregon. If used in junior

high schools, these suggestions should insure optimum use of pupil

personnel services to help students adjust easily and quickly to the new

school situations they f a c e a s they progress from elementary to

senior high school.

Suggested Articulatory Pupil Personnel Principles and Practices

for Junior High Schools in Oregon --

PRINCIPLE: Each school system should have a statement of ed-

ucational philosophy which defines the objectives of all of the schools

in the system.

To implement this principle, this statement should be formulated

by a representative committee composed of teachers, administra-

tors and lay persons.

PRINCIPLE: All district personnel should be kept aware of the
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educational philosophy of the school system so that it may be an im-

portant guide to their activities.

To implement this principle, staff members should be kept aware

of the school district philosophy by:

1. Yearly discussions in faculty meetings, and/or

2. Individual discussions with new teachers.

PRINCIPLE: The guidance program in each of the schools in the

system should be coordinated with the guidance program in all schools

in the system.

To implement this principle, this coordination should be accom-

plished through:

1. A system-wide Director of Guidance, and/or

2. A committee of teachers and counselors from each level.

PRINCIPLE: Teachers and administrators at each level in a

school system should be kept abreast of the policies and procedures in

force at the other levels of the system.

To implement this principle, this exchange of information should

be accomplished through one or more of the following practices:

1. Written descriptions of the program on each level given
to each teacher.

2. Talks given by representatives of the different levels.

3. Combined faculty or departmental meetings.

PRINCIPLE: An orientation program should be carried on with
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sixth graders to help prepare them for entry into junior high school.

To implement this principle, this program should consist of one

or more of the following practices:

1. The distribution and discussion of junior high school
handbooks.

2. Visits to sixth grade classes by members of the junior
high staff.

3. Visitation day for sixth graders at the junior high.

PRINCIPLE: All significant information on students gathered by

the elementary school should be passed on to the junior high school

when the student enters.

To implement this principle, this information should be passed

on through:

1. Transfer of cumulative records.

2. Special ratings and anecdotal reports by elementary
school teachers.

3. Interviews by junior high counselors with students and
parents.

PRINCIPLE: The cumulative record passed on by the elementary

school should contain a complete history of the pupil's academic, social,

and physical progress during his elementary school years.

To implement this principle, these records should contain the

following items:

1. Scores of all standardized achievement and intelligence
tests taken.
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2. Reading readiness data from first grade.

3. All academic grades earned.

4. Information on home and family backgrounds.

5. Recent (within the year) standardized achievement test
data.

6. Recent (within the year) intelligence test data.

7. Relevant correspondence with parents.

PRINCIPLE: An orientation program is carried on with seventh

graders to help them adjust to the junior high school.

To implement this principle, this orientation program should

consist of one or more of the following:

1. An "open house" at the junior high school for seventh
grader s.

2. A planned program of orientation discussions in seventh
grade classrooms.

3. A "Big Brother or Sister" program in which older stu-
dents act as advisors for new seventh graders.

4. Individual interviews by the counselors with each sev-
enth grader.

PRINCIPLE: An orientation program should be carried on with

the parents of seventh graders to help them become acquainted with

the purposes and policies of the junior high school.

To implement this principle, this orientation program should

consist of one or more of the following:

1. Group meetings at which purposes and procedures are
discussed.
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2. "Parents' Handbooks" and other printed information sent
home to parents.

3. Informative articles in newspapers.

4. Parent visitations at the junior high school.

PRINCIPLE: Steps should be taken early in the school year to

help seventh graders develop a sense of participation in junior high

school activities.

To implement this principle, participation should be developed

through encouraging seventh graders to participate in combined

grade level assemblies, social and athletic activities.

PRINCIPLE: Steps should be taken early in the school year to

give seventh graders leadership responsibilities in the school.

To implement this principle, seventh grade leadership should be

developed through:

1. Permitting them to elect homeroom officers.

2. Permitting them to elect student council representatives.

3. Encouraging them to accept a share in school activities.

PRINCIPLE: Steps should be taken to help seventh graders be-

come acquainted with students in the other grades.

To implement this principle, it is suggested that seventh graders

be encouraged to participate in all-school assemblies.

PRINCIPLE: Adequate counseling services should be available

to help students solve their educational and social problems.
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To implement this principle, counseling services should be pro-

vided by:

1. Specially trained full-time counselors.

2. School nurse, psychologist, social worker, guidance
clinic.

PRINCIPLE: The junior high school should continue to build and

up-date cumulative records on each student.

To implement this principle, this file should include:

1. Anecdotal records by teachers and counselors.

2. An autobiography prepared by each pupil.

3. Honors, prizes, special recognition.

4. Academic records.

5. Annual standardized achievement test scores.

6. At least one junior high intelligence test score.

7. A record of parent interviews and communications.

8. Health records.

PRINCIPLE: Cumulative records should be easily accessible to

all staff members.

None of the listed practices received sufficient support from the

jury to be included in the list of implementary practices.

PRINCIPLE: Some classes in junior high school should be

"blocked", (two or more periods with the same teacher) in order to

keep the same class with the same teacher for more than one period.
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None of the practices listed received sufficient support from the

jury to be included in the list of implementory practices.

PRINCIPLE: If ability grouping is done in the junior high school,

there must be close cooperation with elementary and senior high

schools both in the development of the method and in the actual group-

ing of the students.

To implement this principle, grouping should be accomplished

through:

1. System-wide planning and coordination.

2. A junior high plan that includes working with elementary
schools in grouping seventh graders.

3. A junior high plan that includes passing on to the high
school the grouping records of all students.

PRINCIPLE: Detailed information should be sent on to the senior

high school on graduating ninth graders relative to their academic, so-

cial, physical and emotional development.

To implement this principle, information should be sent to the

senior high school through the following practices:

1. Cumulative record files transferred.

2. Special information on the atypical student.

3. Meetings between junior and senior high counselors.

4. Interviews between senior high counselors and ninth
grade students.

PRINCIPLE: The junior high school should help each student
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develop an intelligent vocational aim and an educational plan through

which he can achieve that aim.

To implement this principle, one or both of the following prac-

tices are suggested:

1. A unit on occupations in one of the subject matter
classes.

2. Each teacher is encouraged to relate occupations to his
teaching area.

PRINCIPLE: Efforts should be made to help ninth graders be-

come acquainted with the activities and program of the high school.

To implement this principle, the following practices are sug-

gested:

1. Representatives of the senior high staff visit the
junior high and talk to the ninth graders.

2. Senior high students visit the junior high and talk to
graders.

3. Senior high handbooks, courses of study and other de-
scriptive materials given to ninth graders.

4. A "visitation day" is held on high school campus during
which time the ninth graders can observe a typical
school day.

Recommendations

Recommended Uses of the Findings -- The major outcome of this

study was a set of pupil personnel principles and practices which could

serve as a suggested pattern to help junior high schools more fully
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realize the objective of serving as an articulatory link between the ele-

mentary and senior high schools. Recommended uses for this set of

findings are:

1. It is suggested that this set of findings be used by other jun-
ior high schools in Oregon as a gauge by which they may
evaluate the articulatory effectiveness of their pupil person-
nel programs. In this regard it must be pointed out that not
all of the assumptions and practices apply equally well to all
schools. A seventh-eighth grade junior high school adjacent
to an elementary school might not need to do as much as is
suggested in the way of orienting incoming seventh graders.
This same school, however, might have to do a great deal
more than is suggested in the way of preparing students men-
tally and psychologically for senior high school.

2. It is suggested that these findings be placed in the forth-
coming Oregon Junior High School Curriculum Guide. If
this publication is too far along toward completion to make
this inclusion a possibility, it is suggested that the Guidance
Section of the State Department of Education use this list
of assumptions and practices as a basis for some of the
guidance workshops that are conducted throughout the State.

3. When new junior high schools are established in the state, it
is suggested that some of the principles and practices in this
list be considered as a basis for the establishment of some
of the features of the new school's curriculum. The sugges-
tions relative to "block-of-time" scheduling and ninth grade
orientation are especially pertinent.

Recommendations for Further Research -- In the course of gath-

ering data for this investigation, the writer has been made aware of a

number of related topics on which further research is needed. The

following areas are suggested as possible bases for additional investi-

gation:
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1. Articulatory guidance practices in the elementary and senior
high schools.

2. More effective utilization of such professional specialists as
family counseling centers, psychiatrists, speech and hearing
therapists, and medical doctors in helping students adjust to
new and different school situations.

3. The effect of grouping practices on the personal adjustment
of junior high school students.
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APPENDIX A

1. Cover letter to Oregon junior high school principals

asking them to fill out and return the check list survey.

2. Inclusion from John Conway, State Supervisor of Secondary

Education.

3. Copy of first check list -- sent to junior high school princi-

pals in Oregon.
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535 N. 14th Street
Corvallis, Oregon
April 15, 1960

I am undertaking a doctoral study of the role that guidance

services in junior high schools can play in improving articula-

tion between elementary and secondary schools. The attached

checklist is designed to give me some of the information I need

for this study.

Will you help me by completing the checklist and returning

it in the enclosed envelope? One of the end results of this

study will be a specific list of guidance practices which experts

evaluate as "best" in helping students "bridge the gap" between

elementary and secondary schools. I shall be glad to send this

list along to you as soon as it is completed.

Sincerely yours,

Fred E. Qua le
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To: Junior High School Principals

From: John Conway

I would like to personally urge your cooperation with

Fred Qua le through the completion of the checklist he has

prepared. As you know, a committee has been at work during

the past year preparing a curriculum guide of junior high

schools in Oregon. We expect this guide to be completed and

in your hands by the opening of the 1960-61 school year. I

believe the study undertaken by Mr. Qua le will provide infor-

mation which will make an important contribution to the

junior high school guide.



CHECKLIST OF GUIDANCE PRACTICES
THAT HELP STUDENTS "BRIDGE THE GAP" BETWEEN ELEMENTARY AND

SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

The grades included in your junior high school are ---

Present enrollment in your school.

107

7-9 7-8 8-9

Guidance Practices: Those procedures carried on by the school designed to help pupils know them-
selves and their problems and to use this knowledge in their daily lives.

(Note: The term "elementary school" refers to the school(s) from which you receive your 7th grade
pupils. "Senior high school" refers to the school to which you send your graduates. )

Directions: Please place a check ( ) before the proper responses to the following questions or
statements. Check as many items as necessary to fully answer the question. Use

the response "other" to list other similar practices in your school or any suggestions
or qualifications that you may have relative to the question.

How do administrative policies and procedures in your school help pupils "bridge the gap"
between elementary and senior high?

1. In regard to the organization of the guidance program in your school. which of the following apply
to your situation?

This school has no organized program.
The program in this school is independent of the rest of the system.
There is a system-wide program of guidance.
This school has a program of its own but some coordinating is done by the central office.

Other

2. The coordination of guidance procedures in your system is handled through

Principal's meetings
A guidance director for the system
A guidance committee
The superintendent

Other.

3. Are teachers from the various levels of your school system regularly brought together from the
discussion of common problems of a guidance nature?

Teachers from all grade levels meet for this purpose.
Elementary and junior high teachers meet for this purpose.
Junior high and senior high teachers meet for this purpose.
No inter-level meetings are held for this purpose.

Other
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4. What steps are taken to help elementary school teachers become acquainted with the junior
high school and its program?

Other

No specific steps are taken.
Tours of the junior high school are planned.
Descriptive material on the junior high school is given to them.
The junior high program is discussed with them at inservice meetings.
Combined faculty or department meetings are held.

5. What steps are taken to help senior high school teachers become acquainted with the junior
high school and its program?

No specific steps are taken.
Tours of the junior high school are planned.
Descriptive material on the junior high school is given them.
The junior high program is discussed with them at inservice meetings.
Combined faculty or department meetings are held.

Other

6. What steps are taken to help junior high teachers become acquainted with the elementary and
senior high schools and their programs?

Other

No specific steps are taken.
Visits are scheduled to these schools.
Descriptive material on these schools is given them.
The programs of these schools are discussed with them at faculty or inservice meetings.

7. In which grades do you "block" classes in order to keep the same class with the same teacher
for more than one period?

No blocking done.
Grade 7.
Grade 8.
Grade 9.

8. In regard to ability grouping of students. which of the following apply to your school?

No ability grouping is done.
The junior high school works with the elementary school in grouping 7th graders.
The junior high school works with the senior high school in grouping beginning high school
students.
Grouping in the junior high is accomplished independently of the other levels.

Other
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9. What does your school do about the orientation of 6th graders who are to be promoted?

No specific procedure carried on by junior high prior to registration.
Handbooks and/or other descriptive materials are given them.
Members of the junior high staff visits the elementary schools and talks to 6th graders about
the junior high program.
Junior high students visit elementary schools and help demonstrate or describe the junior
high program.
"Open house" or visitation day is held at the junior high for 6th graders.
Special orientation practices are carried on by the 6th grade teachers as regular part of the
6th grade work.

Other

10. What does your school do to obtain information from the elementary school about 6th graders
who are being promoted?

Other

Receive cumulative records.
Request special ratings from 6th grade teachers.
Arrange meetings of 6th and 7th grade teachers.
Interview pupils and parents prior to registration.

11. What kind of information is contained in the cumulative records sent you by the elementary
school?

Home and family background.
Physical and medical status.
Personal and social development.
School grades.
Recent (within the year) intelligence test data.
Recent (within the year) achievement test data.

Other

12. What kind of educational planning is done by 6th graders preparatory to their entry into the
junior high school?

Planning is done for grade 7 only.
Tentative planning is done for the entire junior high period.
A tentative program is planned through grade 12.
All educational planning is delayed until the pupil enters junior high school.

Other

What guidance practices are carried on by your school to help pupils make a
continuous adjustment throughout junior high school?
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13. What does your school do to help orient 7th graders to the program of the junior high school?

No particular practice.
Pupils in grade 7 come early for orientation activities.
Special orientation discussions are held in home rooms or other designated classes.
Homeroom teacher or counselor has conferences with students.
Each pupil is assigned a big brother or sister.
Orientation assemblies are held.

Other

14. What does your school do to help parents of entering 7th grade pupils get acquainted with
the program of the junior high school?

No particular practice.
Meetings are held to discuss the junior high school program.
Information descriptive of the program is sent to parents.
Information appears in the newspapers.
Parents are invited to visit the junior high school.

Other

15. What does your school do to give entering pupils in grade 7 a part in school activites?

No particular practice.
Separate assemblies for grade 7.
Separate social activities for grade 7.
Separate athletic activities for grade 7.

Other

16. What does your school do to give entering pupils in grade 7 leadership responsibilities soon
after coming to junior high school?

No particular practice.
Elect homeroom officers.
Elect representatives to student council.
Present opportunities for student-organized assemblies and social activities

Other

17. What does your school do to help entering pupils in grade 7 get acquainted with pupils in
upper grades of junior high school?

No particular practice.
Encourage 7th grader participation in all-school assemblies.
Open club memberships to all grades.
Plan social activities that will interest and involve all grades.

Other
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18. What does your school do to accumulate information about 7th grade pupils after they come
to junior high school?

Anecdotal records are kept by teachers and filed in cumulative folder.
Special interests and abilities are recorded on the cumulative record.
A pupil autobiography is prepared and filed in the cumulative folder.
Honors, prizes, and special recognitions are entered on the cumulative record.
School grades and results of standardized tests are recorded.
Health records are kept up to date.
Records of interviews with parents are kept.
Records of home visits are kept.
Case studies are kept.
Copies of communications with the home are kept.

Other

19. In your school where are the cumulative records kept?

In the home room.
In the principal's office.
In the office of the counselor.
Records are divided and filed according to the use made of the different parts; health
records in the nurse's office; test records in the home room; etc.

Other

20. What professional consultative services do you have available in dealing with special prob-
lems beyond the ability of your regular staff?

Physician.
Psychiatrist.
Clinical psychologist.
Nurse.
Social worker.
Guidance clinic.
Reading clinic.

Other

21. What does your school do to aid pupils solve problems through the aid of counselors?

Other

No counseling service is available.
Counseling service is available on a ratio of:

50 students or less to each daily hour of counselor time.
50 to 100 students to each daily hour of counselor time.
100 students or more to each daily hour of counselor time.
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22. If counseling service is available, what duties are conselors expected to perform during
their counseling time?

Talking to parents about student's problems.
Interviewing students
Keeping cumulative records up to date.
Registering new students.
Giving, s coring, re cording standardized tests.
Teaching orientation units and/or occupations units in regular classes.

Other

23. What does your school do to provide the senior high school with information about your
graduating class?

Other

Send cumulative record.
Send special information on atypical student.
Arrange meetings of junior high and senior high counselors to discuss students.
Arrange for interviews between senior high counselors and students prior to their entry into
senior high school.

24. What do you do to provide vocational information and guidance for your students?
A course in "occupations" is taught.
A unit on occupations is taught in one of the subject matter classes.
A career day is held.
Excursions are taken to industries and businesses.
An occupational file is maintained in the library.
Teachers are encouraged to relate occupations in their field of teaching.

Other

25. What is done to inform your graduating class about the program of the senior high school?

Senior high administrators and/or faculty visit the junior high and talk to the graduating
class.
Senior high students visit the junior high and talk to members of the graduating class.
Senior high handbooks, mimeographed materials, etc. are given to members of the
graduating class.
Members of the graduating class participate in a "visitation day" at the senior high school.

Other

26. What kind of educational planning is done by your graduating class preparatory to entry into
senior high school?

Planning is done for the next year only.
Tentative planning is done for the entire senior high period.
All educational planning is delayed until the pupil actually enters high school.

Other
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APPENDIX B

1. Cover letter to junior high school members of the American

Personnel and Guidance Association.

2. Copy of second check list sent to members of the American

Personnel and Guidance Association for the purpose of

evaluating the practices and assumptions.
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WESTERN VIEW JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Corvallis, Oregon

535 N. 14th Street
Corvallis, Oregon
March 27, 1961

I have undertaken a doctoral study of the role that guidance
services in the junior high schools of Oregon can play in improv-
ing articulation between elementary and secondary schools, This
project has been endorsed by the Oregon State Department of
Education and is a part of a statewide attempt to more clearly
define the role of the junior high school.

Through a survey of the literature on articulation, a list
of assumptions and related practices was drawn up which seemed
to demonstrate the best thinking on articulation in the junior
high guidance program. A questionnaire was then sent to all the
junior high schools in Oregon to determine the most prevalent
practices in this state. The enclosed check list is based on the
results of this questionnaire.

As a member of the American Personnel and Guidance
Association, I know that you are interested in improving guidance
services at the junior high level. Will you help me evaluate
these assumptions and practices by completing this check list?
I will send you a copy of the results when they are compiled.

Sincerely yours,

Fred. E. Quale, Principal
Western View Junior High School
Corvallis, Oregon



A CHECKLIST OF GUIDANCE PRACTICES (AND THE ASSUMPTIONS ON
WHICH THEY ARE BASED) WHICH AID JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOLS PERFORM THE FUNCTION OF ARTICULATION

Please examine the items in the checklist and indicate your evaluation by
checking ( ) one of the following responses.

E - An essential assumption (or practice) if the junior high school is to
effectively perform its articulatory function.

D - A desirable but not essential assumption (or practice) for effective
articulation.

ND - Not a desirable assumption (or practice) for effective articulation.

Please respond to each of the suggested practices.

1. ASSUMPTION: Each school system should have a statement of educa-
tional philosophy which defines the objectives of all of the schools
in the system.

Practices: This statement is formulated by:
a. The Board of Education
b. Faculty representatives from each of the schools
c. A representative committee composed of teachers,

administrators and lay persons

2. ASSUMPTION: All district personnel should be kept aware of the
educational philosophy of the school system so that it may be an
important guide to their activities.

Practices: Staff members are kept aware of the district philosophy
by means of:
a. A copy placed in the hands of each teacher.
b. Yearly discussions in faculty meetings
c. Individual discussions with new teachers

3. ASSUMPTION: The guidance program in each of the schools in the system
should be coordinated with the guidance program in all schools in the
system.

Practices: This coordination is accomplished through:
a. A system-wide Director of Guidance
b. Principal's meetings
c. A committee of teachers and counselors from each level
d. The Superintendent of Schools

E D
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4. ASSUMPTION: Teachers and administrators at each level in a school
system should be kept abreast of the policies and procedures in force
at the other levels of the system.

Practices: This exchange of information is accomplished through:
a. Scheduled tours of the various school plants.
b. Written descriptions of the program on each level given to each teacher
c. Talks given by representatives of the different levels
d. Combined faculty or departmental meetings are held

5. ASSUMPTION: An orientation program should be carried on with 6th
graders to help prepare them for entry into junior high school..

Practices: This program consists of:
a. The distribution and discussion of junior high school handbooks
b. Visits to 6th grade classes by members of the junior high staff
c. Visitation day for 6th graders at the junior high

6. ASSUMPTION: Sixth grade pupils should do some tentative planning of
educational programs and vocational objectives.

Practices: This planning is accomplished by:
a. Educational planning for grade 7 only
b. Educational planning through the junior high school
c. Educational planning through senior high school
d. Sketching an educational program which will enable them

to reach a specified vocational goal

7. ASSUMPTION: All significant information on students gathered by
the elementary school should be passed on to the junior high school
when the student enters.

Practices: This information is passed on through:
a. Transfer of cumulative records
b. Special ratings and anecdotal reports by elementary

school teachers
c. Discussions between 6th and 7th grade teachers
d. Interviews by junior high counselors with students and

parents

8. ASSUMPTION: The cumulative record passed on by the elementary
school should contain a complete history of the pupil's academic,
social, and physical progress during his elementary school years.

Practices: These records contain:
a. Scores of all standardized achievement and intelligence

tests taken
b. Reading readiness data from first grade
c. All academic grades earned
d. Information on home and family backgrounds
e. Recent (within the year) standardized achievement test data
f. Recent (within the year) intelligence test data
g. Relevant correspondence with parents
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9. ASSUMPTION: An orientation program is carried on with 7th graders
to help them adjust to the junior high school.

Practices: This orientation program consists of:
a. An "open house" at the junior high school for 7th graders
b. A planned program of orientation discussions in 7th grade

classrooms
c. A "Big Brother or Sister" program in which older students

act as advisors for new seventh graders
d. Individual interviews by the counselors with each 7th grader

10. ASSUMPTION: An orientation program should be carred on with the
parents of 7th graders to help them become acquainted with the
purposes and policies of the junior high school.

Practices: This orientation program consists of:
a. Group meetings at which purposes and procedures are discussed
b. "Parents Handbooks" and other printed information sent

home to parents
c. Informative articles in newspapers
d. Parent visitations at the junior high school.

11. ASSUMPTION: Steps should be taken early in the school year to help
7th graders develop a sense of participation in junior high school
activities.

Practices: This sense of participation is developed through:
a. Separate assemblies and social activities for 7th graders
b. Separate athletic activities for 7th graders
c. 7th graders are encouraged to participtte in combined

grade level assemblies, social and athletic activities

12. ASSUMPTION: Steps should be taken early in the school year to
give 7th graders leadership responsibilities in the school

Practices: Leadership responsibilities are given to 7th graders by:
a. Permitting them to elect homeroom officers
b. Permitting them to elect student council representatives
c. Encouraging them to accept a share in school activities.

13. ASSUMPTION: Steps should be taken to help 7th graders become
acquainted with students in the other grades.

Practices: This is done through:
a. Encouraging 7th grade participation in assemblies
b. Club memberships are opened to all grades
c. Social activities are planned that interest and involve all

grades
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14. ASSUMPTION: Adequate counseling services should be available
to help students solve their educational and social problems.

Practices: Counseling services are provided by:
a. Specially trained full-time counselors
b. Home room teachers with a reduced load for this activity
c. School nurse, psychologist, social worker,

guidance clinic

15. ASSUMPTION: The junior high school should continue to build and
up-date cumulative records on each student.

Practices: This file includes:
a. Anecdotal records by teachers and counselors
b. An autobiography prepared by each pupil
c. Honors., prizes, special recognition
d. Academic records
e. Annual standardized achievement test scores
f. At least one junior high intelligence test score
g. A record of parent interviews and communications
h. Health records

16. ASSUMPTION: Cumulative records should be easily accessible
to all staff members.

Practices: Cumulative records are made accessible by:
a. Keeping them in the counselor's office
b. Keeping them in the student's home room
c. Keeping them in the faculty work room or main office
d. Dividing and filing them according to the use made of

the different parts -- health records in the nurse's office,
test records in counselor's office, academic records
in main office.

17. ASSUMPTION: Some classes in junior high school should be "blocked';
(two or more periods with the same teacher) in order to keep the same
class with the same teacher for more than one period.

Practices: This "blocking" should be done in:
a. Grades 7 only
b. Grades 7 and 8
c. All three junior high grades
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18. ASSUMPTION: If ability grouping is done in the junior high school.
there must be close cooperation with elementary and senior high
schools both in the development of the method and in the actual
grouping of the students.

Practices: Grouping is accomplished through:
a. A system-wide planning and coordination
b. A junior high plan that includes working with elementary

schools in grouping 7th graders
c. A junior high plan that includes passing on to the high

school the grouping records of all students

19. ASSUMPTION: Detailed information should be sent on to the senior
high school on graduating 9th graders relative to their academic,
social, physical and emotional development

Practices: This is done through:
a. Cumulative record files transferred
b. Special information on the atypical student
c. Meetings between junior and senior high counselors
d. Interviews between senior high counselors and 9th grade

students

20. ASSUMPTION: The junior high school should help each student
develop an intelligent vocational aim and an educational plan
through which he can achieve that aim.

Practices; This is done through:
a. A course in "Occupation"
b. A unit on occupations in one of the subject matter classes
c. A career day
d. Excursions to businesses and industries
e. Each teacher is encouraged to relate occupations to his

teaching area

21. ASSUMPTION: Efforts should be made to help 9th graders become
acquainted with the activities and program of the high school.

Practices: This is done through:
a. Representatives of the senior high staff visiting the junior

high and talking to the 9th graders.
b. Senior high students visit the junior high and talk to

9th graders
c. Senior high handbooks, courses of study and other

descriptive materials given to 9th graders
d. A "visitation day" is held on high school campus during

which time 9th graders can observe a typical school day
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